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1. Introduction 
1.1. This growth study has been prepared to inform the emerging East Cambridgeshire Local Plan.  It 

accompanies the Further Draft Local Plan which will be published for public consultation commencing in 

January 2017.  This study forms part of the emerging Sustainability Appraisal Report, and should be read 

in conjunction with it.   

 

1.2. This growth study seeks to identify an optimal strategy for growth over the plan period – i.e. a growth 

strategy which is both sustainable and deliverable.  The study achieves this through formulating and 

assessing a range of reasonable alternative options for distributing growth across the district.   

 

1.3. These Alternative Growth Options develop further initial options previously consulted upon at the 

Preliminary Draft Local Plan stage.  The four Alternative Growth Options are tested against the 

Sustainability Objectives through completion of a Sustainability Appraisal Framework. 

 

1.4. This study also provides a review of evidence to define key spatial issues relevant to the distribution of 

development, and seeks to identify additional infrastructure requirements.  Comments are invited on all 

aspects of this report; representations regarding infrastructure provision are particularly welcomed. 

 

Document Structure 
1.5. This section outlines the structure of this report, summarising the main themes and issues addressed in 

each chapter. 

 

 Section 1 sets out the background, purpose and context of the study.   

 Section 2 explains how Alternative Growth Options have been formulated and sets out the criteria 

used to assess the options.   

 Section 3 provides a review of key evidence documents to identify spatial issues and broad 

principles and assumptions relevant to the formulation of a spatial strategy. 

 Section 4 presents four Alternative Growth Options.   

 Analysis of the Alternative Growth Options is provided in section 5, with conclusions and 

recommendations made in section 6. 

 Assessment of the Alternative Growth Options against the Sustainability Objectives is presented in 

a Sustainability Appraisal Framework in appendix 1. 
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Background 

East Cambridgeshire Local Plan 2015 
1.6. The current East Cambridgeshire Local Plan was adopted in January 2015.  In its spatial vision (p15), the 

Local Plan indicates that the market towns of Ely, Soham and Littleport will be the focus for development, 

with Ely (the main centre in the district) accommodating most growth.   

 

1.7. Policy Growth 1: Levels of housing, employment and retail growth, indicates that the Plan (2015) makes 

provision for the delivery of 11,500 dwellings in East Cambridgeshire over the period 2011 to 2031.  Table 

3.2 – Summary of estimated housing supply 2011-31 (Local Plan 2015, p33) outlines the supply of new 

homes across the district, which in summary: 

 

 Market Towns (Ely, Littleport & Soham) to deliver 7,782 new homes; 

 East Cambridgeshire villages to deliver 1,947 new homes; 

 Rural windfall to deliver an estimated 471 new homes; and 

 Indicative broad locations for housing growth (at market towns) providing in the region of 1,800 

homes. 

 

1.8. Through the Local Plan 2015’s spatial strategy, housing supply at market towns accounts for 81% of the 

total growth identified in the plan.  This is achieved through a combination of Site Allocations and indicative 

Broad Locations for Housing Growth. 

 

1.9. As the current Local Plan was adopted relatively recently (spring 2015), many Site Allocations remain 

undeveloped.  Notably, Ely North Strategic Urban Extension is expected to make provision for 3,000 

dwellings.  Currently, planning permission has been issued for more than 2,000 new dwellings at the Ely 

North SUE, and therefore the principle of development at this location will remain (unless planning 

permission were to lapse and the site allocation be removed, which is considered somewhat unlikely).  

Consequently, the emerging Local Plan is likely to be influenced heavily by the Local Plan 2015’s remaining 

‘legacy’ of undeveloped sites. 

Preliminary Draft Local Plan 
1.10. The Preliminary Draft Local Plan (PDLP) was published for public consultation in February 2016.  It marked 

the first stage in the process of preparing a new Local Plan to replace the 2015 version.  The PDLP did not 

identify any specific sites or locations for growth.  A Call for Sites exercise was held as part of the 

consultation to invite submissions of available sites for potential inclusion in the emerging Plan. 

 

1.11. The PDLP identified four, indicative, high-level options for the strategic distribution of new development.  

This was a largely theoretical exercise, designed to encompass the full range of possible options for 

distributing growth, with the overarching purpose of gathering views through the consultation exercise.  

The PDLP did not specify a preferred way of distributing growth, indicating that this would be updated 

through later iterations of the emerging plan.   

 

1.12. The four indicative growth options identified in the PDLP were: 

 

 Option 1: Proportionate settlement growth – where new development is distributed across all 

settlements on a broadly pro-rata basis, based on the size of the existing settlement.   

 

 Option 2: Infrastructure and accessibility led growth – where new development is concentrated in 

parishes with best access to Ely, market towns and other major destinations such as Cambridge and 

Newmarket. 
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 Option 3: Prioritise larger settlements – where the majority of new development would be 

concentrated in Ely, Littleport, Soham and Burwell.  A lesser amount of new development would be 

distributed throughout the rural area. 

 

 Option 4: Prioritise growth in and close to Ely – where new development is focussed within a 3 mile 

radius from the centre of Ely, where sustainable transport connections with Ely could easily be made.  It 

would involve delivering already identified development (mainly in North Ely) and significant growth in 

one or more of the surrounding villages. 

Sustainability Appraisal  

1.13. A Sustainability Appraisal was prepared to inform the Preliminary Draft Local Plan.  However, testing of the 

four indicative growth options did not express a preference for any option due to insufficient information 

available at the time. 

PDLP consultation 

1.14. During consultation on the PDLP (Feb – Mar 2016), respondents were invited to comment on the indicative 
growth options.  There were a large volume of detailed representations received on the four indicative 
growth options.  However, no single option emerged as a clear favourite for future growth of East 
Cambridgeshire. 
 

1.15. Where a clear preference was expressed for an option (usually by a developer), this was frequently 
influenced by site or sites promoted by the developer that would fit in with that option.   

 

1.16. There was some support for a hybrid of option 1 and option 2 titled ‘proportionate infrastructure and 
accessibility led growth’.  This suggestion was from an agent representing a number of developers. 

 

1.17. Where a clear preference for a specific growth option was expressed in the representation, the following 
results emerge.  The results should be treated with caution as most of preferences were expressed by 
developers who may have a vested interest: 

 

 Option 1 = 12 times  

 Option 2 = 6 times  

 Option 3 = 2 times  

 Option 4 = 1 time  

 Options 1 and 2 = 6 times  

 Options 3 and 4 = 2 times  

 Options 1 and 3 = 2times  

 Options 1, 2 and 4 = 1 time  
 
1.18. Of the four parish councils that responded, two expressed support for option 1 and one for option 2 (with a 

caveat).  One parish council would like the growth strategy to be based on spare capacity of the school in 
the vicinity. 
 

1.19. Anglian Water has no preference to options provided.  Cambridgeshire County Council expressed support 
for option 3 and for option 4 if based on primary school capacity.  Historic England were concerned about 
Option 4 and the effect of the growth on Ely Cathedral and its setting.   The consultation exercise 
highlighted the need to work closely with neighbouring authorities to discuss any cumulative impacts of 
development on the transport infrastructure and how this can be acceptably mitigated. 

 
1.20. In conclusion, there was a good deal of support for Option 1 (proportionate growth) and to a lesser degree, 

Option 2.  Option 3 had limited support, and in practice may not differ greatly from Option 2, other than 

through making specific reference to growth at the large village of Burwell.  Option 4 received limited 

support, raising particular concerns relating to the impact on the setting of Ely Cathedral.   
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2. Methodology 
2.1. The main purpose of this study is to recommend an optimal strategy for growth.   This is achieved by firstly, 

developing a range of reasonable alternative options for growth principally based on the initial growth 

option; and secondly by testing those refined options to identify a sustainable and deliverable growth 

strategy.   

Developing Growth Options 
2.2. Section 4 sets out a range of Alternative Growth Options, which describe the ways in which development 

can reasonably be distributed and accommodated within East Cambridgeshire district.  The preparation of 

these options has been informed by: 

 

 The results of public consultation on the initial PDLP growth options; and 

 A review of existing evidence base documents, national policy and other relevant plans and 

strategies (which is set out in Section 3). 

Appraisal of Growth Options 
2.3. Each Alternative Growth Option will principally be assessed in terms of its sustainability and deliverability.    

 

2.4. Section 3 draws on national policy and existing and emerging sources of evidence to identify characteristics, 

general principles and key spatial issues relevant to East Cambridgeshire district.  Each Alternative Growth 

Option will be assessed in the context of these local spatial issues. 

 

2.5. A Sustainability Appraisal framework has been prepared through consultation with stakeholders and has 

been used to appraise draft policies throughout the plan-preparation process to date.  The Sustainability 

Appraisal objectives and decision-making criteria are set out in Table 1 and are intended to address key 

sustainability issues relevant to the district.  Appraisal of each Alternative Growth Option is provided in 

Appendix 1, and the findings discussed in Section 5. 

 

2.6. In determining the extent to which each Alternative Growth Option is deliverable, this study considers 

whether each option is likely to be: 

 

 Achievable - in terms of the supply of suitable and available land (generally put forward by 

landowners and agents during the Call for Sites exercise); and 

 

 Economically viable – in so far that the likely costs of development resulting from the distribution of 

development (such as infrastructure provision, mitigation, remediation, etc.) do not outweigh the 

financial incentive to develop the land. 

 

2.7. For the purposes of this measure, economic viability is expressed in relative terms.  For example - to meet 

the needs of growth, significant investment in infrastructure will be required.  However, certain growth 

options may require more or less investment in infrastructure than other options. 

 

2.8. In addition, the study has regard to the extent to which each option reflects public opinion expressed during 

the PDLP consultation 
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Table 1:  Sustainability Appraisal Objectives and Decision-making Criteria 

SA Topic SA Objective Decision-making Criteria 

1 Land and water 

resources 

1.1 Minimise the irreversible loss of 

undeveloped land and productive 

agricultural holdings 

 Will it use land that has been previously developed? 
 Will it use land efficiently? 
 Will it protect and enhance the best and most versatile agricultural land? 

1.2 Reduce the use of non-renewable 

resources including energy sources 

 Will it reduce energy consumption? 
 Will it increase the proportion of energy needs being met from 

renewable sources? 
1.3 Limit water consumption to levels 

supportable by natural processes and 

storage systems 

 Will it reduce water consumption? 
 Will it conserve ground water resources? 

2 Biodiversity and 

geodiversity 

2.1 Avoid damage to designated 

statutory and non statutory sites and 

protected species 

 Will it protect sites designated for nature conservation interest? 
 Will it mitigate against any harm caused by proposed development? 

2.2 Maintain and enhance the range and 

viability of characteristic habitats and 

species 

 Will it conserve species, reverse declines, help to enhance diversity? 
 Will it reduce habitat fragmentation? 
 Will it help achieve Biodiversity Action Plan targets? 

2.3 Improve opportunities for people to 

access and appreciate wildlife and wild 

places 

 Will it improve access to wildlife, and wild places? 
 Will it maintain or increase the area of high-quality green space? 
 Will it promote understanding and appreciation of wildlife? 

3 Landscape, 

townscape and 

heritage assets 

3.1 Avoid damage to areas and sites 

designated for their historic interest, and 

protect their settings 

 Will it protect or enhance sites, features of areas of historical, 
archaeological, or cultural interest and their settings? 

3.2 Maintain and enhance the diversity 

and distinctiveness of landscape and 

townscape character 

 Will it maintain and enhance the diversity and distinctiveness of 
landscape and townscape character? 

 Will it protect and enhance open spaces of amenity and recreational 
value? 

 Will it maintain and enhance the character of settlements? 

3.3 Create places, spaces and buildings 

that work well, wear well and look good 

 Will it improve the satisfaction of people with their neighbourhoods as 
places to live? 

 Will it lead to developments built to a high standard of design? 

4 Climate change 

and pollution 

4.1 Reduce emissions of greenhouse 

gases and other pollutants (including air, 

water, soil, noise, vibration and light) 

 Will it reduce emissions of greenhouse gases? 
 Will it improve air quality? 
 Will it reduce traffic volumes? 
 Will it support travel by means other than the car? 
 Will it reduce levels of noise? 
 Will it reduce or minimise light pollution? 
 Will it reduce water pollution? 

4.2 Minimise waste production and 

support the recycling of waste products 

 Will it reduce household waste? 
 Will it increase waste recovery and recycling? 
 Will it reduce waste from other sources? 

4.3 Limit or reduce vulnerability to the 

effects of climate change (including 

flooding) 

 Will it minimise risk to people and property from flooding, storm events 
or subsidence? 

 Will it improve the adaptability of buildings to changing temperatures? 

5 Healthy 

communities 

5.1 Maintain and enhance human health 
 Will it reduce death rates? 
 Will it encourage healthy lifestyles? 

5.2 Reduce and prevent crime, and 

reduce the fear of crime 
 Will it reduce actual levels of crime? 
 Will it reduce fear of crime? 

5.3 Improve the quantity and quality of 

publicly accessible open space 
 Will it increase the quantity and quality of publicly accessible open 

space? 

6 Inclusive 

communities 

6.1 Improve the quality, range and 

accessibility of services and facilities (e.g. 

health, transport, education, training, 

leisure opportunities) 

 Will it improve accessibility to key local services and facilities? 
 Will it improve accessibility by means other than the car? 
 Will it support and improve community and public transport? 

6.2 Redress inequalities related to age, 

gender, disability, race, faith, location 

and income 

 Will it improve relations between people from different backgrounds or 
social groups? 

 Will it reduce poverty and social exclusion in those areas most affected? 
 Will it promote accessibility for all members of society? 

6.3 Ensure all groups have access to 

decent, appropriate and affordable 

housing 

 Will it support the provision of a range of housing types and sizes to 
meet the identified needs of all sectors of the community? 

 Will it reduce the number of unfit homes? 
 Will it meet the needs of the travelling community? 

6.4 Encourage and enable the active 

involvement of local people in 

community activities 

 Will it increase the ability of people to influence decisions? 
 Will it encourage community engagement? 
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SA Topic SA Objective Decision-making Criteria 

7 Economic activity 

7.1 Help people gain access to satisfying 

work appropriate to their skills, potential 

and place of residence 

 Will it encourage business development? 
 Will it improve the range of employment opportunities? 
 Will it improve access to employment / access to employment by means 

other than the car? 
 Will it encourage the rural economy and diversification? 

7.2 Support appropriate investment in 

people, places, communications and 

other infrastructure 

 Will it improve the level of investment in key community services and 
infrastructure? 

 Will it support provision of key infrastructure? 
 Will it improve access to education and training, and support provision 

of skilled employees? 

7.3 Improve the efficiency, 

competitiveness, vitality and adaptability 

of the local economy 

 Will it improve business development and enhance competitiveness? 
 Will it support Cambridgeshire’s lead role in research and technology 

based industries, higher education and research? 
 Will it support sustainable tourism? 
 Will it protect the shopping hierarchy, supporting vitality and viability? 
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3. Spatial issues and principles 

Characteristics of study area 
3.1. East Cambridgeshire is a predominantly rural district located to the north-east of Cambridge within the 

county of Cambridgeshire. The district covers an area of 655km2 and has a population of about 85,5001. The 

population has increased significantly in recent years and growth is expected to continue. 

 

3.2. There are four main settlements namely the cathedral city of Ely, the market towns of Soham and Littleport, 

and the large village of Burwell. Together, these comprise approximately 56% of the district’s population, 

with the remaining population spread between about 50 villages and other rural parts of the district. 

 

3.3. Ely is the largest urban area and acts as a retail, service and administrative centre for a wide rural 

catchment. The city is also an important tourist destination with its internationally renowned Norman 

cathedral and links to Oliver Cromwell.  However, there are issues with congestion around the station area 

and a need for further facilities.  Soham is a small market town with a range of shops, catering for day-to-

day needs.  Littleport is a small fenland town with a localised service catchment due to its proximity to Ely. 

The villages of Bottisham, Burwell, Haddenham and Sutton play a key service role for their rural hinterlands. 

 

3.4. Once an agricultural focused area, the district is now a favoured business location in its own right. 

Employment rates are higher than the national average, with key sectors including construction, agriculture, 

and professional/technical services. Despite increases in the number of jobs in the district over the last 

decade, there are high levels of out-commuting to jobs in the Cambridgeshire area. A very high proportion 

of local businesses employ fewer than 10 people. 

 

3.5. The landscape and economy of East Cambridgeshire can be broadly defined into two sub-areas. The 

northern part of the district is predominantly intensively farmed fenland, with many settlements located on 

higher ground on the old ‘islands’ in the fen. Flood risk is a key issue, with much of the land at or below sea-

level. With the possible exception of Ely, incomes are generally lower and deprivation is more marked than 

the southern part of the district.  The south of the district consists of elevated chalk and heath land and 

contains a range of attractive villages and hamlets. The local economy and landscape is dominated by the 

horse racing industry with large areas of farmland converted to stud use. Residents in the south of the 

district mainly look to Newmarket and Cambridge for services and facilities. 

 

3.6. The district contains many special landscape, natural and heritage assets and features, of particular note is 

Ely Cathedral, an internationally important Norman Cathedral. 

 

3.7. The Local Plan 2015 identifies land for housing, employment and other facilities through site allocations.  As 

the Local Plan 2015 was adopted relatively recently, many site allocations are currently undeveloped but 

are progressing toward development, with some sites now benefitting from planning permission.  

National policy context – Spatial Strategy matters 
3.8. The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) sets out the government’s policies for England, 

with guidance provided by the National Planning Practice Guidance.  The most relevant aspects of the 

Framework relating to spatial strategy matters are summarised in this section – key points for the 

preparation of Alternative Growth Options are shown in bold italics. 

 

3.9. It is a ‘Core Principle’ of the Framework that the planning system should actively manage patterns of growth 

to make the fullest possible use of public transport, walking and cycling, and focus significant development 

in locations which are or can be made sustainable (para.17).  To achieve sustainable development, new 

development should be located to encourage walking, cycling and the use of public transport. 

                                                           
1 East Cambridgeshire population mid-2013 estimate: Cambridgeshire County Council Research Group 
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3.10. The Local Plan should meet the full objectively assessed needs for market and affordable housing … 

including identifying key sites which are critical to the delivery of the housing strategy over the plan period 

(para. 47).  The Local Plan should make provision for the area’s housing need through identifying key 

development sites. 

 

3.11. The supply of new homes can sometimes be best achieved through planning for larger scale development, 

such as new settlements or extensions to existing villages and towns that follow the principles of Garden 

Cities (para. 52).  Large-scale, holistically planned development can provide the best supply of new homes. 

 

3.12. To promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing should be located where it will enhance or 

maintain the vitality of rural communities. For example, where there are groups of smaller settlements, 

development in one village may support services in a village nearby. Local planning authorities should avoid 

new isolated homes in the countryside unless there are special circumstances… (para. 55).  New 

development can promote vitality of rural communities.  Isolated dwellings should be avoided. 

 

3.13. Local Plans must be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable 

development (para. 151).  The Local Plan should contribute to delivering sustainable development. 

 

3.14. Early and meaningful engagement and collaboration with neighbourhoods, local organisations and 

businesses is essential. A wide section of the community should be proactively engaged, so that Local Plans, 

as far as possible, reflect a collective vision and a set of agreed priorities for the sustainable development of 

the area, including those contained in any neighbourhood plans that have been made (para 155).  

Engagement with communities is essential.  The Local Plan should reflect a collective vision for the area. 

 

3.15. Crucially, Local Plans should … indicate broad locations for strategic development on a key diagram and 

land-use designations on a proposals map; allocate sites to promote development and flexible use of land, 

bringing forward new land where necessary, and provide detail on form, scale, access and quantum of 

development where appropriate (para. 157).  The Local Plan should identify locations for strategic 

development and allocate development sites. 

 

3.16. Assessing housing need and allocating sites should be considered at a strategic level and through the Local 

Plan and/or neighbourhood plan process. However, all settlements can play a role in delivering sustainable 

development in rural areas – and so blanket policies restricting housing development in some settlements 

and preventing other settlements from expanding should be avoided unless their use can be supported by 

robust evidence (National Planning Practice Guidance; Paragraph: 001 Reference ID: 50-001-20160519). All 

scales of settlements (including rural ones) can play a role delivering sustainable development. 

Spatial Issue 1: Objectively Assessed Housing Need 
3.17. The Framework requires Local Plans to define the overall level of growth required n the area.  The emerging 

Local Plan will make provision for growth over the plan period between 2014 and 2036. 
 

3.18. At the Preliminary Draft Local Plan stage (February 2016) the ‘objectively assessed need’ for housing, 
including market, affordable, and other tenures was determined through the preparation of a local East 
Cambridgeshire update (2015) to the geographically wider Cambridge Strategic Housing Market Assessment 
(SHMA) (2013) together with associated supporting reports. However, in July 2016 Government issued 
further household forecast data, meaning a further local update was needed, which was subsequently 
produced (dated October 2016, published January 2017).    

 

3.19. The headline ‘objectively assessed need’ for housing, as set out in the 2016 local update, is 12,900 new 
homes between 2014-2036 (or 586 pa). This figure is seen as sufficient to meet not only demographic needs 
for East Cambridgeshire, but also the forecast growth in jobs (and thus workers) for the area. 
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3.20. In 2013 the Cambridgeshire authorities, plus Peterborough, signed a ‘Memorandum of Cooperation' to 
support a coherent and comprehensive growth strategy across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough between 
2011 and 2031.  This included the agreement that Peterborough would accommodate 2,500 of the housing 
need arising in the Cambridge Housing Market Area.  As part of that redistribution, East Cambridgeshire (by 
1,500) and Fenland (by 1,000) had their housing targets reduced from the originally identified need figure.  
This collaborative approach was undertaken as part of the requirements of the duty to co-operate as set 
out in the Localism Act 2011, and was endorsed by a Planning Inspector in April 2014 (for Fenland) and 
March 2015 (for East Cambridgeshire).  
 

3.21. East Cambridgeshire District Council continues to support that agreement and seeks to maintain it for the 
new Local Plan for East Cambridgeshire. (It should be noted that the emerging review of the Peterborough 
Local Plan continues to state its intention to accommodate the 2,500 homes.)  

 

3.22. As such, the proposal for this new Local Plan is to plan for 11,400 new homes, between 2014-2036 (or 518 
pa). Therefore, in developing Alternative Growth Options, each option should accommodate this quantum 
of development (as a minimum). 

 

Spatial Issue 2: Settlement Hierarchy 
3.23. A Settlement Hierarchy report was prepared to inform the emerging Local Plan and was published as part of 

the PDLP consultation.  Following this consultation, the Settlement hierarchy was revisited and an updated 
version will be published in January 2017 alongside the Further Draft Local Plan.     
 

3.24. The Settlement Hierarchy Report uses a systematic process of scoring settlements based on the size of the 
population and provision of community facilities and infrastructure.  It categorises East Cambridgeshire’s 
towns (inc. the City of Ely) and villages, and arranges these categories into a Settlement Hierarchy.  
Individual dwellings and clusters of dwellings outside of these settlements are considered as located in the 
countryside for the purposes of the Settlement Hierarchy Report.   
 

3.25. In drawing up the Settlement Hierarchy, the report scored each settlement in terms of its access to six 
essential facilities.  These facilities are retail, employment, community, sports and recreation, schools, and 
public transport.  Each facility is given marks out of 5, where a score of 5 is given to a settlement that is 
considered to have an excellent quantity and quality for such a facility and zero given where the facility 
does not exist.  Maximum points that a settlement could score is 30 using this method. 

 

3.26. Generally, settlements in the lower levels of the settlement hierarchy tend to look to settlements in the 
higher orders for access to services, employment, community facilities, etc.  However, some settlements, 
particularly in the south of the district may look toward Cambridge and Newmarket for such opportunities. 
 

3.27. The Settlement Hierarchy has been prepared to inform the distribution of development.  However it is not 
intended to dictate this distribution.  The Settlement Hierarchy Report is a relevant consideration in 
developing Alternative Growth Options. 

Spatial Issue 3: Landscape and Townscape 
3.28. The Framework (para. 109) requires the planning system to contribute to and enhance the natural and local 

environment through a range of measures including protecting and enhancing valued landscapes.  The 
Framework (para. 126) recognises heritage assets as an irreplaceable resource.  Local Plans should set out a 
positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment 

National Character Areas 
3.29. A National Character Area (NCA) is a natural subdivision of England based on a combination of landscape, 

biodiversity, geodiversity and economic activity.  There are 159 NCAs which follow natural, rather than 
administrative, boundaries.  NCAs are defined by Natural England. 
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3.30. The administrative boundary of East Cambridgeshire district crosses two NCAs.  The northern part of the 
district including Ely, Littleport, Soham and their surrounding villages are located in ‘The Fens’ (NCA 46).  
The southern portion of the district, including Burwell, Fordham, Bottisham (and many other villages 
located in the area between Cambridge and Newmarket), is classified as ‘East Anglian Chalk’ (NCA 87).   
 

Key characteristics of The Fens NCA 

 Expansive, flat, open, low-lying wetland landscape influenced by the Wash estuary, and offering 
extensive vistas to level horizons and huge skies throughout, provides a sense of rural remoteness 
and tranquillity.  

 Jurassic clays are overlain by rich, fertile calcareous and silty soils over the coastal and central fens 
and by dark, friable fen peat further inland. The soils are important for agriculture, which is hugely 
significant for the rural economy in the Fens.  

 The Wash is the largest estuarine system in Britain, supporting internationally important intertidal 
and coastal habitats influenced by constant processes of accretion and deposition, forming salt 
marsh and mudflats and providing habitats for wildfowl, wading birds and other wildlife, including 
grey seals and approximately 90 per cent of the UK’s common seals. It also provides important 
natural sea defences and plays a key role in climate change regulation. Flood storage areas on the 
Nene, Cam, Lark and Ouse washes also provide significant biodiversity interest. True fen mainly 
occurs at remnant conservation sites, such as Baston or Wicken Fen.  

 Overall, woodland cover is sparse, notably a few small woodland blocks, occasional avenues 
alongside roads, isolated field trees and shelterbelts of poplar, willow and occasionally leylandii 
hedges around farmsteads, and numerous orchards around Wisbech. Various alders, notably grey 
alder, are also used in shelterbelts and roadside avenues.  

 The predominant land use is arable – wheat, root crops, bulbs, vegetables and market gardening 
made possible by actively draining reclaimed land areas. Associated horticultural glasshouses are a 
significant feature. Beef cattle graze narrow enclosures along the banks of rivers and dykes and on 
parts of the salt marsh and sea banks.  

 Open fields, bounded by a network of drains and the distinctive hierarchy of rivers (some 
embanked), have a strong influence on the geometric/rectilinear landscape pattern. The structures 
create local enclosure and a slightly raised landform, which is mirrored in the road 

(Source: National Character Area Profile 46 – The Fens; Natural England, 2015) 
 

3.31. Within fen areas of East Cambridgeshire, settlements are typically located on elevated isles.  Many 
settlements enjoy wide, open views of the surrounding low-lying fen land.  Due to the low-lying nature of 
fen land, vast areas are at high risk of flooding. 
  

3.32. The landscape character of The Fens is a significant issue in distributing development. The wide open, 
predominantly agricultural landscape means development on elevated ’isles’ may be highly visible on the 
landscape, and may affect the character of settlements, particularly at the transitional area between isle 
and fen.  Development could harm views from existing settlements to the open countryside or built 
features (such as distant views of Ely Cathedral).  Low-lying areas are also highly constrained by flood risk. 

Key characteristics of East Anglian Chalk NCA 

 The underlying and solid geology is dominated by Upper Cretaceous Chalk, a narrow continuation of 
the chalk ridge that runs south-west–north-east across southern England, continuing in the 
Chilterns and along the eastern edge of The Wash. The chalk bedrock has given the NCA its 
nutrient-poor and shallow soils.  

 Distinctive chalk rivers, the River Rhee and River Granta, flow in gentle river valleys in a diagonally 
north-west direction across the NCA.  

 The chalk aquifer is abstracted for water to supply Cambridge and its surroundings and also 
supports flows of springs and chalk streams; features associated with a history of modification 
include watercress beds, culverts and habitat enhancements.  
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 The rolling downland, mostly in arable production, has sparse tree cover but distinctive beech belts 
along long, straight roads. Certain high points have small beech copses or ‘hanger’, which are 
prominent and characteristic features in the open landscape. In the east there are pine belts.  

 Remnant chalk grassland, including road verges, supports chalkland flora and vestigial populations 
of invertebrates, such as great pignut and the chalkhill blue butterfly.  

 Archaeological features include Neolithic long barrows and bronze-age tumuli lining the route of 
the prehistoric Icknield Way; iron-age hill forts, including that at Wandlebury; impressive Roman 
burial monuments and cemeteries such as the Bartlow Hills; a distinctive communication network 
linking the rural Roman landscape to settlements and small towns, such as Great Chesterford; the 
four parallel Cambridgeshire dykes that cross the Chalk: the Anglo-Saxon linear earthworks of 
Devil’s Dyke, Fleam Dyke, Heydon/Bran Ditch and Brent Ditch; ridge-and-furrow cultivation remains 
of the open field systems of the earlier medieval period; and large numbers of later moated 
enclosures, park lands Wandlebury Hill Fort from the air in 1980. The wooded concentric earth bank 
can be clearly seen. created, sheepwalks, arterial routes and nucleated villages that emphasise the 
land use change of this period.  

 Brick and ‘clunch’ (building chalk) under thatched roofs were the traditional building materials, with 
some earlier survival of timber frame. Isolated farmhouses built of grey or yellowish brick have a 
bleached appearance.  

 Settlement is focused in small towns and in villages. There are a number of expanding commuter 
villages located generally within valleys. Letchworth Garden City is a nationally significant designed 
garden city.  

 In and around the wider area of Newmarket, stud farms impose a distinctive geometric, enclosed 
and manicured pattern to the landscape.  

 The NCA is traversed by the Icknield Way, an ancient route that is now a public right of way. Roads 
and lanes strike across the downs perpendicularly and follow historical tracks that originally brought 
livestock to their summer grazing. Today major roads and railways are prominent landscape 
characteristics of the NCA. 

(Source: National Character Area Profile 87 – East Anglian Chalk; Natural England, 2014) 

 
3.33. The landscape character is significant in distributing development.  The area is predominantly agricultural, 

and in some areas also shaped by the horse racing industry.  Settlements in this part of the district include 
small, medium and large villages. New development, particularly of a strategic scale, could have significant 
impacts upon the landscape. 

Ely, a historic Cathedral City 
3.34. The Ely Environmental Capacity Study (2001) was prepared on behalf of East Cambridgeshire District 

Council.  The scope of the study was to assess the:  
 

 Significance of Ely Cathedral; 

 Geographical and landscape context of Ely; 

 Elements that make Ely distinctive and provide its unique sense of place; 

 Capacity of Ely to accommodate development; and 

 Set out a vision for the future of Ely as a distinctive place. 
 

3.35. This study represents an environmental perspective on capacity, identifying what is required to conserve 
the key environmental qualities of Ely and how this can inform development decisions.  Whilst the study is 
somewhat aged, and Ely has received a significant amount of development in the intervening period, many 
key issues raised remain relevant today. 

Historic development of Ely 

3.36. The history of Ely begins with the establishment of a monastery in the 7th Century with the establishment of 
a religious settlement.  In 1071 William the Conqueror built a castle at Ely as part of his plan to control the 
fens and maintain submission of the Isle of Ely.  The remains of Ely Castle are visible on the south-west side 
of the Cathedral Park.  Construction of the present Cathedral commenced in 1083.  A medieval survey of 
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1086 showed that at this time, Ely was purely rural.  The buildings of the Cathedral were substantially 
complete by about 1189.  St Mary’s Church was rebuilt to the west of the Cathedral in the early thirteenth 
century.   
 

3.37. The modern plan of the city follows remarkably closely the broad layout of medieval times, the core of the 
city centred around the Cathedral and to the waterfront remains relatively unaltered.  Ely is characterised 
by its distinctive pattern of narrow streets, timbered houses and monastic buildings clustered around the 
Cathedral.  Due to its historic isolation, Ely has remained small and retained much of its rural character.  The 
absence of tall buildings and relatively unchanged street pattern has enabled a historic approach to the 
Cathedral to be retained contributing greatly to the city’s identity and visitors sense of arrival.   
 

3.38. However, more recent residential and commercial growth at the edges of the city has started to impact on 
approaches, views and character of the city.  Whilst much of the development on the edge of the city 
occupies the island slopes, development has started to ‘creep’ off the island and onto the fen.  This 
development is atypical of the traditional location of development and the historic form of the city. 

Ely’s Landscape Setting 

3.39. The geology of the area gives rise to the distinctive topography, with Ely located on an island within the low-
lying, level terrain of the fens.  This produces a landscape of open panoramas and expansive skies.   
 

3.40. The 2001 study included an assessment of Ely’s landscape and immediate setting at a local scale.   This 
assessment identified three Landscape Character Types as summarised below: 
 

 Ely Island – This landscape is the identifiable island of Ely.  It is defined principally by topography 

and also by views, or sequences of spaces, that are unique to Ely, distinguishing it from other fen 

islands or the wider ‘Isle of Ely’ which stretches up to Little Downham and across to Witchford.  Ely 

Island ranges from 5m AOD to 26m AOD and is approximately 2.5km across and 5.5km long.  The 

gradient of the island slopes are most pronounced to the east and west sides of the island where 

the land quickly drops into the flat fen and where built form has traditionally located on the steeper 

slopes.   

 Transitional Island – This area of landscape ranges from 5m AOD to 20m AOD and includes other 

island settlements that surround Ely and a gently undulating landscape that connects Ely Island to 

Little Downham, Witchford and Little Thetford.  This landscape is predominantly in agricultural use 

with the exception of the small settlements and the industrial park to the east of Witchford.  The 

undulating topography and vegetation help to create a feeling of enclosure and foreshorten views.  

Views to other islands and built landmarks tend to appear, disappear and reappear as one passes 

through this landscape. 

 Fenland – This landscape comprises the flat agricultural landscape surrounding the fen islands and 

extends far beyond Ely’s immediate landscape.  Within the area, the topography ranges from -5m 

AOD to +5m AOD and is generally sparsely vegetated.  The soil is a characteristic rich dark brown 

reminiscent of earlier flooded fen and the development of peat. The flat topography of this 

landscape and its sparse vegetation results in a feeling of vast scale and exposure, with long distant 

views, particularly to the fen islands and built landmarks such as churches and Ely Cathedral.  The 

rectilinear pattern of drainage ditches, many of which were laid out in the seventeenth century, is a 

strong landscape characteristic.  Where vegetation occurs, generally in the form of windbreaks, it 

follows this drain network and reinforces the pattern. 

Quintessential views 

3.41. The city of Ely is visible over significant distances due to its elevated location.  Ely Cathedral is a unique and 
distinctive landmark on the skyline, which is readily identifiable form the surrounding landscape.  The 
importance of Ely Cathedral as a landmark cannot be understated – it is the district’s most iconic landmark, 
but is of national or international significance.  Whilst the Ely Environmental Capacity Study is principally 
concerned with Ely’s immediate landscape setting, impressive and uninterrupted views of Ely Cathedral can 
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be enjoyed from great distances, such as from other settlements and when travelling by road, rail, river or 
PROW. 
 

3.42. The Environmental Capacity Study identifies a number of ‘Quintessential Views’ of Ely from the surrounding 
landscape and from the city outskirts.  The presumption is that these views should be retained and/or 
enhanced.  Quintessential views identified by the capacity study are:  
 

 Views from surrounding landscape 
o From south: Ely Road beyond Stretham Village; 
o From south and east: Stuntney Village and A142; 
o From north: South of Littleport and the A10 approach; 
o From west: Little Downham Island and West Fen Road; and 
o From west: Witchford and A142. 

 

 Views from the city outskirts 
o From south: Cambridge Road and A10 bypass; 
o From south and east: Marina and  Riverside Walk; 
o From south and east: Railway approach from the north and playing fields; 
o From south and east: Views from the railway station; 
o From south and east: B1382 and Queen Adelaide Way; 
o From north: Lynn Road; 
o From north: Newnham Street; 
o From west: Downham Road; and 
o From west: Downham Road at the junction with Egremont Street. 

Capacity to accommodate growth 

3.43. The studied identified that the distinctiveness of Ely as a special place could easily be undermined by 
inappropriate planning and design; there are few opportunities for growth within Ely or its landscape 
setting without undermining the city’s special qualities and distinctiveness. 
 

3.44. However, the study notes that the environmental capacity of a settlement and its landscape to accept 
change is not necessarily static and can change over time.  The study recognises that there are significant 
opportunities to enhance and strengthen these distinctive qualities which could potentially increase the 
city’s capacity for future development.  For example, by establishing new woodlands on the fen islands, and 
thick hedgerows with trees or wider shelterbelts, could soften harsh boundaries between rear gardens and 
farmland. 
 

3.45. There is potential to integrate environmental enhancement works with new development to ensure the 
protection of existing environmental assets and distinctiveness, and also the creation of a positive attractive 
long-term edge to the city.  Fringe developments should involve the ‘rounding-off’ of the city, involving 
carefully selected development on its fringes and the establishment of a long-term, attractive soft edge to 
the city.   

Spatial Issue 4: Flood Risk 
3.46. The NPPF (para. 100) states that inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided 

by directing development away from areas at highest risk.  Local Plans should apply a sequential, risk-based 
approach to the location of development to avoid where possible flood risk to people and property and 
manage any residual risk, taking account of the impacts of climate change, by applying a range of measures, 
including the Sequential Test.  The aim of the Sequential Test is to steer new development to areas with the 
lowest probability of flooding. The NPPF (para. 101) indicates that development should not be allocated or 
permitted if there are reasonably available sites appropriate for the proposed development in areas with a 
lower probability of flooding. 
 

3.47. To inform the emerging Local Plan, the Council is updating its Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA). A 
draft SFRA report has been prepared.  The key objectives of the SFRA are: 
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 To review the latest flood risk policy, including implications for the council and developers 

 To collate and analyse the latest information and data for flood risk from all sources 

 To provide guidance and recommendation to the council for flood risk policy and future flood risk 
management decision making 

 To provide supporting evidence to support the Council with the preparation of the Local Plan, 
allowing the application of the Sequential Test in the allocation of future development sites. 

 Provide guidance and information for developers preparing site specific flood risk assessments, 
including information on Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). 

 
3.48. Flood history shows that East Cambridgeshire has been subject to flooding from several sources of flood 

risk, with the principal risk from fluvial sources.  The key watercourses flowing through the study area are: 
 

 The Bedford River / Great Ouse system which comprises of the Old West, the River Ten Mile/ Ely 
Ouse, the two Bedford cut-off channels (Old Bedford River/ River Delph and the New Bedford River / 
Hundred Foot Drain) which form the Ouse Washes and were created as part of flood alleviation for 
the Fens, and tributaries, including the Little Ouse river.  

 The River Lark, which enters the Ely Ouse at south of Littleport, and tributaries which include the Lea 
Brook and the River Kennet.  

 The River Cam and its tributaries including the Cambridgeshire Lodes; Bottisham Lode, Swaffham 
Lode, Reach Lode, Burwell Lode, Soham Lode, Monks Lode, also flow through the southern part of 
the study area.  

 
3.49. The majority of recorded fluvial flood events are associated with the River Great Ouse and its tributaries but 

there are numerous unnamed drains and Ordinary Watercourses also within East Cambridgeshire, many of 
which rely on pumping stations to drain the low-lying, flat expanses of the Fenlands. 
 

3.50. The main urban areas of Ely and Littleport are located along the Ely Ouse, with the towns of Burwell and 
Soham within close proximity to the Cambridgeshire Lodes. However, the main urban areas are located on 
higher ground, placing them mostly outside of the floodplains of the main watercourses. 
 

3.51. Other than these higher urban areas, the East Cambridgeshire District consists largely of low-lying fenland 
with multiple drainage networks. The District is largely pumped and reliant on flood defences, creating a 
significant residual risk if the defences were to fail. 
 

3.52. A high number of flood defences are present in the District, although their condition varies between very 
poor and very good. 
 

3.53. East Cambridgeshire is partially covered by the low-lying Middle Level. Watercourses in this area fall under 
the authority of the Middle Level Commissioners and associated IDBs.  The watercourses in the Middle 
Level are managed for water level and flood risk management and the Commissioners and IDBs aim to 
provide a general standard of protection of 1% and 2-3% AEP respectively, although there may be areas 
where the standard of protection is lower due to local circumstances. 
 

3.54. East Cambridgeshire is also covered by the Ely Group of IDBs, which aim to provide a general standard of 
protection of 1% for developed areas and 5% for agricultural land, although there may be areas where the 
standard of protection is lower due to local circumstances, notably in the pumped drainage basins. 
 

3.55. East Cambridgeshire has experienced historic surface water / drainage related flood events caused by a 
number of mechanisms from insufficient storm and combined drainage capacity to poor surface water 
management. The uFMfSW further shows a number of prominent overland flow routes; these 
predominantly follow topographical flow paths of existing watercourses or dry valleys with some isolated 
ponding located in low lying areas. In addition, a number of these follow local road infrastructure. 
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3.56. The sewers are managed by Anglian Water. The DG5 register of recorded historical sewer flooding was 
requested but not provided at the time of publication. 
 

3.57. There are no records of flooding from reservoirs impacting properties inside the study area. The level and 
standard of inspection and maintenance required under the Act means that the risk of flooding from 
reservoirs is relatively low.  

Spatial issue 5: Infrastructure Provision 
3.58. This section sets out the Council’s general approach to infrastructure delivery and explores East 

Cambridgeshire’s infrastructure needs, reflecting current issues and also identifying future demands likely 
to arise from growth.  
 

3.59. Comments on the approach to infrastructure provision and specific infrastructure requirements are 
particularly welcomed. 
 

3.60. In investigating the need for infrastructure, this section draws on a range of evidence documents including: 
 

 Further Draft Local Plan (2017) 

 National Planning Policy Framework (2012); 

 East Cambridgeshire Local Plan (2015); 

 Infrastructure Investment Plan (2013); 

 Draft Planning Obligation Strategy, Cambridgeshire County Council (2016); 

 Community Facilities Audit (2013); 

 Indoor Sports Facilities Needs Assessment Strategy and Action Plan (2015); 

 Ely Outdoor Sports Facilities Feasibility Study (2014); 

 Cambridgeshire Green Infrastructure Strategy (2011); 

 Draft Water Cycle Study Report (2017); 

 Draft Transport Strategy for East Cambridgeshire (2016). 
 

National Policy context 

Local Plan, Cooperation and Infrastructure Provision 

3.61. The Framework indicates that Local Plans should set out the strategic priorities for the area, including the  
provision of infrastructure for transport, telecommunications, waste management, water supply, 
wastewater, flood risk and coastal change management, and the provision of minerals and energy 
(including heat) (para. 156).  Crucially, Local Plans should plan positively for the development and 
infrastructure required in the area to meet the objectives, principles and policies of this Framework (para. 
157).  Local Plans should be based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence about the economic, 
social and environmental characteristics and prospects of the area (para. 158) 

 

3.62. Public bodies have a duty to cooperate on planning issues that cross administrative boundaries (para. 178).  
LPAs should work collaboratively with other bodies to ensure that strategic priorities across local 
boundaries are properly coordinated and clearly reflected in individual Local Plans (para. 179).  Local 
planning authorities should also work collaboratively with private sector bodies, utility and infrastructure 
providers (para. 180).  Cooperation should be a continuous process of engagement from initial thinking 
through to implementation, resulting in a final position where plans are in place to provide the land and 
infrastructure necessary to support current and projected future levels of development (para. 181).  This 
Growth Study forms a part of the evidence collection and engagement process. 

 

Infrastructure and Sustainable Development 

3.63. The Framework (para. 6) identifies the purpose of the planning system as contributing to the achievement 
of sustainable development.  This includes enabling the provision of infrastructure, and ensuring 
communities’ needs are met through local services (para. 7).  The provision of infrastructure and facilities is 
therefore a key element of achieving sustainable development.   
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3.64. The Framework (para. 21) recognises the importance of infrastructure provision in supporting the economy, 

requiring planning policies to recognise and seek to address potential barriers to investment, including a 
lack of infrastructure, and should plan proactively for infrastructure provision.  The Framework (para. 42) 
recognises the importance of advanced, high quality communications infrastructure as essential for 
sustainable economic growth.  

 

3.65. The Framework also recognises the social and environmental effects of maintaining, enhancing, or 
delivering new infrastructure.  Planning policies and decisions should plan positively for the provision of 
community facilities to deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the community 
needs (para. 70).  Particularly in rural areas, (such as East Cambridgeshire) the NPPF (para. 28) promotes the 
retention and development of local services and community facilities in villages, such as local shops, 
meeting places, sports venues, cultural buildings, public houses and places of worship.   

 

3.66. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice of school places is available 
to meet the needs of existing and new communities. LPAs should take a proactive, positive and 
collaborative approach to meeting this requirement (para. 72). 

 

3.67. The Framework (para. 29) recognises that transport has an important role to play in facilitating sustainable 
development - the transport system needs to be balanced in favour of sustainable transport modes, giving 
people a real choice about how they travel. However, the Government recognises that different policies and 
measures will be required in different communities and opportunities to maximise sustainable transport 
solutions will vary from urban to rural areas.   

 

3.68. Particular emphasis should be placed on reducing the need to travel (para. 29) and in encouraging solutions 
which support reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and reduce congestion (para. 30).  Plans and 
decisions should ensure developments that generate significant movement are located where the need to 
travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable transport modes can be maximised (para. 34).   

 

3.69. LPAs should set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation, protection, 
enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green infrastructure (para. 114).    
 

General approach to infrastructure provision 

3.70. The council’s general approach to infrastructure provision is set out in emerging policy LP16: Infrastructure 
to Support Growth (FDLP Jan – Feb 2017).  The policy supports the granting of planning permission where it 
can be demonstrated that there is, or will be, sufficient infrastructure capacity to support growth.  
Developers will be expected to contribute towards the delivery of relevant infrastructure, through direct 
provision and/or through financial contributions.   
 

3.71. The Council’s Community Infrastructure Levy provides an important mechanism for collecting funds from 
new development to deliver strategic infrastructure necessary to support growth.  East Cambridgeshire 
brought its CIL Charging Schedule into effect on 01 February 2013.  CIL can be used to fund the provision, 
improvement, replacement, operation or maintenance of infrastructure to support the development of the 
charging authority’s area.  The Council’s R123 Infrastructure List indicates that CIL receipts will likely be 
spent to deliver the following infrastructure types and projects: 
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Figure 1. East Cambridgeshire R123 Infrastructure List

 

 

3.72. Where it is necessary to do so, the Council will apply planning conditions and planning obligations in 
accordance with national policy and legislation.  Further guidance is provided in the Developer 
Contributions SPD (2013). 
 

3.73. It is likely that developer contributions alone will not be sufficient to meet the full cost of infrastructure 
necessary to support growth identified by the emerging Local Plan.  It is likely that additional sources of 
funding will be required, for example from the Council’s capital budget, from central government grants, 
and through direct provision of infrastructure by service providers and technical stakeholders.  The 
devolution of statutory powers and functions to the Combined Authority for Cambridgeshire presents a 
significant opportunity to access infrastructure funding. 
 

East Cambridgeshire’s infrastructure needs 
3.74. The current Local Plan was adopted in 2015.  Its preparation was informed by the Infrastructure Investment 

Plan (2013) (IIP13).  The Local Plan 2015 included a number of policies to facilitate the delivery of 
infrastructure, and identified a range of specific infrastructure requirements to support growth.   

 

3.75. Many sites in the Local Plan 2015 have not yet been developed.  There is a general presumption that unless 
evidence indicates otherwise, many of these sites will be carried forward into the emerging Local Plan.  
Following allocation in the Local Plan 2015, some key sites have secured planning permission but have not 
yet been developed.  For example, the North Ely Strategic Urban Extension now has planning permission 
covering most of the site, and is expected to be a major source of housing delivery of the new plan period.   

 

3.76. Consequently, it is likely that much of the infrastructure identified in the IIP13 will continue to be required 
over the new plan period, if only to meet the needs of development which is already planned for.  However 
it is likely that additional infrastructure provision will be required to meet additional growth needs over the 
extended plan period.  The type and nature of this additional infrastructure requirement will likely depend 
on the scale and location of growth, as identified in the emerging Local Plan.   

 

3.77. This section provides a summary of currently identified growth needs, and how additional requirements will 
be identified in the future.  Views and comments are particularly welcomed. 
 

Transport Infrastructure 
3.78. Cambridgeshire County Council has drafted a Transport Strategy for East Cambridgeshire (TSEC) to tackle 

the current and future transport pressures in and around East Cambridgeshire, and to help support growth 

of the district.  The draft TSEC provides a detailed policy framework and Action Plan of potential transport 

improvements for the area, to address current problems and future growth needs, in a manner which is 

consistent with the policies of the third Cambridgeshire Local Transport Plan 2011-2031 (LTP3). 

 

3.79. The draft TSEC reflects growth identified in the Local Plan 2015.  The draft TSEC places great emphasis on 

sustainable and healthy modes of transport.   
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3.80. The draft TSEC sets out six objectives which will be delivered through the implementation of 18 transport 

policies.  The draft TSEC objectives are: 

 

 Objective 1. Supports the economy and acts as a catalyst for sustainable growth  

 Objective 2. Enhances accessibility  

 Objective 3. Connects new and existing communities with jobs and services  

 Objective 4. Prioritises sustainable transport alternatives and reduces impact of congestion on these 

modes  

 Objective 5. Contributes to reducing transport’s contribution to air quality emissions in particular 

NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 – the main transport related pollutants  

 Objective 6. Encourages healthy and active travel and supports people’s well-being 

 

3.81. The draft TSEC is a relevant consideration in developing Alternative Growth Options as it influences how 

investment in transport infrastructure will be made.   

Rail 

3.82. Rail transport provides a sustainable alternative to car use for commuters and visitors alike. East 

Cambridgeshire is well served by rail infrastructure; rail is therefore an important feature of the transport 

network, with existing stations currently providing services to many destinations2: 

 

 Ely station – Services to destinations including: Cambridge, King’s Lynn, Ipswich, Liverpool Lime 

Street, London Kings Cross, Peterborough, Norwich and Stansted Airport.  

 Littleport station – King’s Lynn and London Kings Cross. 

 Dullingham station – Cambridge and Ipswich. 

 Kennett station – Cambridge and Ipswich. 

 

3.83. In addition to those destinations listed above, rail services provide connectivity to numerous other calling 

points along each route (for example, to the market towns of March, Thetford, Newmarket, etc.).  Within 

the district, there are frequent services between Ely and Littleport, and limited services between 

Dullingham and Kennett.   

 

3.84. Rail services to Stansted Airport and London Kings Cross enable connections to international destinations.  

 

3.85. It is a corporate objective of East Cambridgeshire District Council to provide a new station at Soham, 

thereby improving access to rail travel for this community.   

Cycle 

3.86. East Cambridgeshire has a strong connection with the City of Cambridge which is famous for its cycling 

culture.  Cycling is an important mode of transport in East Cambridgeshire, particularly in Ely where many 

commuters cycle to Ely Station.  Additional cycle parking has recently been provided at Ely station to cater 

for increasing demand.   

 

3.87. Many towns and villages benefit from cycle infrastructure, including segregated cycle routes, shared spaces 

and on-road cycle lanes.  Ely is particularly well-served by cycle infrastructure, with cycle paths and lanes 

throughout the city.  A shared path (for pedestrians and cyclists) runs alongside the A142, thereby providing 

off-road cycle connectivity between Ely, Lancaster Way Business Park, Witchford, Wentworth, Elean 

Business Park and Sutton. 

 

                                                           
2 Based on National Rail data, November 2016 
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3.88. Through its network of quiet rural lanes, and generally flat topography, East Cambridgeshire’s rural area 

provides a pleasant place for leisure cycling.  The rural area also benefits from some cycle infrastructure – 

for example the Reach – Lode Cycle Bridge.   

Walking 

3.89. East Cambridgeshire consists of many rural settlements, which due to their small scale are ‘walkable’.  Even 

the larger settlements (Ely, Littleport and Soham) are relatively compact in nature, with many residents 

living within walking distance of community facilities, retail, education, some employment opportunities 

and transport interchanges such as rail stations and bus stops.  

Bus 

3.90. The district is well served by bus transport, with services providing connectivity to many settlements within 

the district and to neighbouring authorities.  Services to Cambridge and Newmarket provide opportunities 

to commute to major centres of employment.   

 

3.91. Cambridge offers a number of Park & Ride services, thereby reducing congestion and pollution from visitors 

and commuters. 

 

3.92. Bus services, particularly those serving rural areas provide vitally important transport connections, 

especially for people who do not have access to a car.  The TSEC will provide a rolling strategy of review for 

rural bus services to provide locally led tailored transport solutions. 

Road 

3.93. The draft TSEC does not generally prioritise major increases in capacity for car trips, and reflects that the 

provision of additional road capacity along some major transport corridors would be difficult or impossible 

to match with additional capacity within Cambridge and market towns.   

 

3.94. Nonetheless there are a number of areas on the strategic and primary route network that require measures 

to be introduced for capacity reasons, with particular emphasis longer distance trips.  These include: 

 

 A14 Trunk Road in south of the district; 

 A10 connecting Cambridge, Ely, Littleport and Downham Market;  

 A142 connecting Chatteris to Newmarket via Ely;  

 A1123, which offers a connection for villages in the district to Huntingdonshire. 

 

3.95. In the more sparsely populated or remote areas of the county, the car will be the mode of choice for all or 

part of many trips. However, new and upgraded transport interchanges – railway stations, park and ride, 

kiss and ride – will encourage more car trips to transfer to the passenger transport network at an earlier 

stage in the journey. Improvements to the accessibility of those interchanges will also be required and an 

efficient strategic road network is needed to maintain accessibility for rural populations.  

Freight and HGVs 

3.96. The efficient movement of road and rail freight is essential to our economy and prosperity, with the 

demand for goods continuing to increase over the next 20-30 years. This will lead to increased freight 

traffic.  

 

3.97. Road freight and the use of inappropriate routes can have considerable impacts on villages in the county. It 

can lead to localised congestion, noise and poor air quality, and can significantly impact on people’s quality 

of life, health and well-being.  The TSEC supports the transfer of more freight onto the rail network. 

Technology and Smarter Choices 

3.98. In East Cambridgeshire, over 13% of people worked from home in 2011 (Census 2011). The draft TSEC seeks 

to build on this by making better use of ICT, faster broadband and communications technologies.   
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3.99. Technology will also play an important role in enabling people to make smarter travel choices, such as 

improving access to travel information and journey planning tools; promoting car sharing, car clubs and 

locally-led transport solutions, and providing electric vehicle charging infrastructure. 

Draft TSEC Action Plan 

3.100. The Draft TSEC identifies a number of transport infrastructure requirements to meet existing deficiencies 

and to support growth in the district.   Table 2 sets out transport infrastructure requirements.  A more 

comprehensive list, including timescales and costs is provided in the draft TSEC document. 

Table 2: Draft TSEC infrastructure requirements 

Type Scheme 

Major Ely Southern Bypass: A southern bypass of Ely, allowing closure of the level crossing on the A142 and 
large increases in freight and passenger trains through Ely. 

A142 Junction Improvements: Improvements to the A142/Sir James Black Road junction 

Ely Road Highway Improvements: Fourth arm at the Ely Road/Kings Avenue roundabout (B1382) 

A10 Dualling between A142 Witchford Road and A142 Angel Drove junctions including cycle path to 
link with cycle bridge 

Cycle bridge over the A10 with upgraded link to Lancaster Way 

A14 / A142 junction capacity improvements, Newmarket, Capacity to support growth in East 
Cambridgeshire and in Newmarket (scheme in Suffolk). 

A14 / A10 Milton Interchange improvements. Additional capacity at the Milton Interchange for 
movements between the A10 and A14, and the A14 and the A10. 

A14 capacity improvements east of Cambridge. Consideration of need for capacity improvements 
between Milton Interchange and Newmarket in the medium to longer term. Work to be led by 
Highways Agency’s Midlands to Felixstowe Route Based Strategy. 

Soham area rail infrastructure improvements: Double tracking of the Ely to Soham line. 

Soham railway station: New rail station at Soham 

Ely North junction rail improvements: Increased capacity through Ely North junction for freight and 
passenger trains. 

Newmarket west curve: Reinstatement of the west curve at Newmarket between the Ely to Ipswich 
and Cambridge to Ipswich railway lines, allowing direct services to be run between Ely and the new 
station at Soham to Newmarket and Cambridge. 

Cycle and 
walking 

Cycle route Lynn Road – High Barns: via New Barns Ave (Options – on-road lane, shared use path) 

Feasibility study for Cycle route: Western Boundary (Options – on-road lane, shared use path) 

Cycle route: High Barns – New Barns (Options – on-road lane, shared use path) 

Cycle route: High Barns estate/Lynn Road crossing (Options – on-road lane, shared use path) 

Additional cycle parking provision: Stands in the corner along the edge of the Market Square in the 
corner opposite the war memorial. Stands on Market Place and other locations. Additional stands in 
the Cloisters area and other locations. 

Shared use footway/cycleway on the Eastern side of Lisle Lane from Prickwillow Road to Cresswells 
Lane.  

Route along Cam Drive connecting Kings Avenue to Lynn road 

Pedestrian and cycle link (bridge) to connect Summer Hayes (off Henley Way) to Merivale Way: 
Bridge between Henley Way and Merivale Way - Linking two large housing developments and 
connecting into the Lisle Lane route. This route would also connect up the Ely North development. 

Cycle Route St Johns Road – Tower Court Area 

Cycle / pedestrian underpass associated with Ely Southern Bypass In order to facilitate the Ely – 
Stuntney – Soham cycle route 

Highway North Ely Highway Improvements: Site access from the A10, B1382 and Lynn Road. · Fourth arm at 
the B1382 Ely Road/Prickwillow Road/Kings Avenue Roundabout (also included in ‘Major schemes’ 
see above) · A new access road from the B1382 Prickwillow Road / Kings Avenue roundabout to the 
A10 including a new junction with Lynn Road. · A new access road from Cam Drive to a new 
roundabout on the A10. (also included in ‘Major schemes’ see above) 
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Feasibility study to review A10/West Fen Road junction – safety scheme Investigation required - 
options could include: New 4 arm roundabout; and additional signage 

A10/ Downham Road – safety scheme Investigation required - options could include: Signage near 
the school; Pedestrian crossing; and Traffic calming. 

Broad Street/Back Hill junction changes -  safety improvements 

Public 
transport 

Measures to provide reliable and timely bus links to Ely North, including: 
- Closure of New Barnes Avenue to through traffic 
- Bus gate on Brays Lane resulting in closure to non-bus traffic from Market Place 
- Signal control at Kings Avenue/Lynn Road junction 

Measures to provide reliable and timely bus links to Ely North, including: 
- Closure of New Barnes Avenue to through traffic 
- Bus gate on Brays Lane resulting in closure to non-bus traffic from Market Place 
- Signal control at Kings Avenue/Lynn Road junction 

Real Time Bus Information and other infrastructure improvements 
- List Bus stops 
- Interchange on Market Street 

Park and Ride site in a location south of Stretham 
- New site to be accessed from the A10 

Improved parking and interchange facilities at Ely Station: Measures to improve accessibility of the 
station and cater for more southbound trips from Ely by rail, reducing pressure on the A10. 

Littleport Parking provision at Littleport Station: Additional car and cycling parking 

Town Centre Streetscape improvements 
Improvements to Main Street, Granby Street, Hitches Street, Globe Lane and Crown Lane, including: 
signage, street lighting,  kerb level, information panels, benches. 

Improved cycle and pedestrian access: Creation of a new circular pedestrian route to the north, 
south and east of Littleport 

Improved pedestrian and cycle access: New routes to Little Downham and Ely (Bank Branch between 
Littleport and Ely – steep embankment may be an issue for off-road route) or Ely Road – Lynn Road 

Improved bus service provision: Work with operating companies to secure improved bus services for 
the town 

Soham Improvements to town centre bus stops 
Service 12, 117: Stop opposite Brook Dam Lane, stop near the Birches 

Improved bus service provision: Work with bus operators to secure evening and Sunday services for 
the Number 12 service. 

Soham Town cycling network: Hall Street, Pratt Street, High Street, Paddock Street, Townsend Road, 
High Street, Sand Street to connect with Fordham Road (Options – on-road lane, shared use path) 

Cycle route: Soham to Ely (via Stuntney) (9.6km) - Link in with routes above and also to Soham to 
Wicken Fen listed below 

Streetscape improvements: Investigate 20mph alongside Mereside and Brook St (existing 30mph) 

Cycle route: Soham to Wicken Fen (Options: Off road route connecting to NCN 11) links to Soham to 
Ely scheme above) 

Eastern Gateway linkages: New roundabout on the A142; Link road to Pratt Street A142/Eastern 
Gateway 

Ashley Investigations into traffic calming: village centre 

Brinkley Cycle route improvement: to Burrough Green 

Burwell Safety improvements: Signage on Newham Lane/Pantile Lane/Castburn Lane 

Investigate introduction of speed reduction measures through the village 

Cheveley Investigations into traffic calming at village centre 

Dullingham Cycle route improvement: Investigation into cycle link to Newmarket 

Fordham Cycle route improvement: Burwell-Fordham-Isleham 

Haddenham Improvements to Witcham Toll junction East Cambs Parish Forum (2015) TBC £ - Investigate 
possibility of a roundabout / traffic signals A1421 / Ely Road 

Investigate measures to reduce HGV traffic through village 

Little Cycling improvement: Improve bridleway to create cycle route from Little Downham to Ely 
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Downham (investigate opportunities for improvements to NCN 11) 

Little 
Thetford 

Investigate possible safety improvements to the A10 - Review of A10/The Wyches junction 

Speeding issues - Review of 50mph limit 

Traffic calming measures at the junction of the village with the A10 

Foot/cycle path extensions required in the Wyches from the cemetery to A10 and between Little 
Thetford and Stretham  

Lode Pedestrian / Cycle improvement - Cycle route between Quy and Lode for commuters to Cambridge 
(investigate opportunities for improvements to NCN 11 but also options for B1102 segregated cycle 
route or shared use ped/cycle path) 

Mepal Cycling improvement - Segregated cycle route along A142 from Sutton to Mepal 

Newmarket 
Fringe 

Investigations into traffic calming on Duchess Drive 

Queen 
Adelaide 

Road safety - Investigate speed reduction measures along B1382 and safety issues at junction with 
river bridge 

Reach Traffic calming - Investigate need for traffic calming in the village 

Stetchworth Investigations into traffic calming: village centre 

Stretham Walking and cycling improvement: Investigate Pedestrian / Cycle route (shared use or segregated) 
between Stretham and Ely 

Stuntney Investigate need for traffic calming through the village 

Investigate pedestrian and cycle routes through the villages and connections to Ely 

Sutton Traffic management: Feasibility assessment of speed reduction options for The Brook, High Street 
and The America 

Road safety: Installation of Pelican crossing near school and the Brook 

Swaffham 
Bulbeck 

Pedestrian crossing from the Denny to the High Street  

Traffic calming through village 

Investigate feasibility for permissive pedestrian paths (not definitive ROW but rather important 
connections between ROW) around the village 

Cycle route from Lode / Swaffham Bulbeck to Swaffham Prior - Continuation of off-road route into 
Swaffham Prior. 

Upware Cycle route to Wicken and along the river to Waterbeach 

Wentworth Investigate feasibility of installation of pedestrian island at junction with A142 

Wicken Cycle route between Wicken and Soham via Downfields / Drury Lane 

Wilburton Pedestrian / Cycle route between village and Cottenham 

Investigate speeding issues through village specifically High Street, Station Road, Twenty Pence Road, 
Broadway Consider signage, change in speed limit 

Investigate pedestrian improvements on Twenty Pence Road / High Street 

Safety Improvements: Carpond Lane / School – dangerous driving / parking; signage; lining 

Witchford Pedestrian path on Grunty Fen road from Main Street 

Cycling improvement: Improvements from Wentworth junction – connect to existing segregated 
shared use provision, signage / surface improvements 

Woodditton Investigation into traffic calming on Saxon Street 

Cycle route improvements: Woodditton to Saxon Street and Woodditton to Stetchworth 

 

Summary of Key Issues and Principles for emerging Local Plan (transport) 

 

3.101. Transport infrastructure is a critically important issue, which is influenced heavily by the scale, form and 

location of growth.   The draft TSEC has been prepared to reflect growth identified in the Local Plan 2015.  It 

is possible that some additional infrastructure may be required to reflect growth identified in the emerging 

plan, over a longer plan period, although the total growth being planned for is not being significantly 

increased for the emerging Local Plan, compared with the Local Plan 2015.   
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3.102. The draft TSEC recognises the importance of shifting from car dependency to modes of sustainable 

transport to overcome constraints in the highway network, and in response to a number of environmental 

and social issues.  

 

3.103. Through the emerging Local Plan, the Council will: 

 

 Seek to reduce the need to travel; 

 Encourage a greater proportion of journeys to be made by sustainable modes of transport; 

 Ensure new development is supported by necessary improvements to the transport network; 

 Facilitate the delivery of infrastructure identified in the draft TSEC; 

 Engage with transport providers to identify additional infrastructure requirements to meet growth 

needs. 
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Education Infrastructure 
3.104. As Local Children’s Services Authority, Cambridgeshire County Council has responsibility for planning and 

commissioning services, including education provision for children and young people in Cambridgeshire. 

The Council has a number of statutory duties to ensure sufficient places in the County for children between 

the ages 5 and 16 years. It works with other partners to ensure a sufficient supply of 16 – 19 year places. In 

addition the Council has a statutory duty to ensure a sufficient supply of pre-school places (e.g. Day Care 

and/or Nursery provision) for children aged three and four. There is also a duty to ensure free places for 

eligible two-year olds.   

 
3.105. Cambridgeshire County Council’s Draft Planning Obligations Strategy sets out the County Council’s 

approach to delivering education infrastructure.  There is a clear expectation from the Department for 

Education (DfE) that, where additional capacity is a direct result of housing development, the capital 

funding required to deliver this should be sought via developer contributions. 

Calculating demand for school places 

3.106. Cambridgeshire County Council’s Research Group has undertaken analysis to determine child yield 

multipliers for new developments using data taken from the 2011 Census.  These multipliers are used to 

calculate the demand for school places arising from the development.  Table 3 sets out the general 

multipliers used to indicate the range of the number of children that might reasonably be expected to live in 

a development. 

Table 3 – Education: General Multiplier 

Age group Children per 100 dwellings 

0-3 (pre-school) 20-30 

4-10 (primary) 25-35 

11-15 (secondary) 18-25 

Source: Cambridgeshire County Council Daft Planning Obligations Strategy 

 

3.107. The pupil yield from new housing development in these circumstances will be compared to the existing 

situation by analysing the numbers on the school roll, the number of children living in the catchment and 

physical capacity of local schools to determine the likely future demand for places. However, it is not simply 

a mathematical calculation and, using the judgement of the County Council’s officers, will take account of 

the profile of pupil ages likely to arise from new housing and in which year groups there may be spare 

places. 

 

3.108. Where additional development takes place in existing communities which is not of a volume to require a 

new school or early years or childcare setting, but will have an impact on existing education and childcare 

provision, additional places may be required through expansion of existing facilities to meet this additional 

demand. 

 

3.109. To facilitate single year group teaching, the County Council’s policy is to establish new primary schools with 

whole forms of entry, e.g.: 

 

 210 place schools (one form of entry (1 FE) 

 420 place schools (2 FE) 

 630 place schools (3 FE)  

 

3.110. Secondary schools provide for the 11-16 age range. The Council has no fixed position regarding the size of 

new secondary schools. However, as there is a direct correlation between the size of a school and its 

financial robustness, the Council would expect a new secondary school to be no smaller than 5FE (750 

places). Schools larger than 11FE (1650 places) are the exception in Cambridgeshire.   The Council’s policy is 

to establish 11-16 (years) schools unless the best option for providing additional post-16 provision in 
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response to demographic growth is identified as being through the establishment of an 11-19 (years) 

school. 

 

3.111. The vast majority of children with special educational needs will be educated in their local mainstream 

school with additional appropriate support from specialist units, usually co-located with mainstream 

schools. Those few children with the most complex and severe learning needs (approximately 1% of all 

Cambridgeshire children), attend one of the Council’s Area Special Schools. 

Education Infrastructure requirements  

3.112. The IIP13’s schedule of education infrastructure requirements is set out in table 5. 

Early years provision 

3.113. Early year’s provision includes nurseries, pre-school playgroups aged up to five years, and are also 

supported by childminders (although not part of the assessment of provision).  Most existing early years 

facilities are clustered around market towns and villages, with some provision in rural areas.   

 
3.114. Based on Local Plan 2015 growth, the IIP13 indicates a cumulative need for 475 additional pre-school places 

and 297 nursery school places (note that not all places will be required at the same time throughout the 

plan period).  These requirements are based on the County Council’s standards and assume that 45.01% of 

0-4 year olds will require childcare provision, and of these  
 

 50.86% will require pre-school places; and 

 31.76% will require nursery places. 

 

3.115. The need for pre-school places, will be met through additional provision of pre-school education at a 

number of existing primary schools across the district, and through the provision of new primary schools at 

Ely, Soham, Littleport and Burwell.   Based on the likely demand for nursery provision, the IIP13 indicates 

this need could be met through 2 new 50 place nurseries in Ely, and 1 new 50 place nursery in Soham, 

supported by the expansion of existing facilities across the district.   

Primary school provision 

3.116. East Cambridgeshire has a good spread of primary schools across urban and rural areas.  It can be assumed 

that the primary aged population will increase in areas associated with significant housing growth and 

decline in other areas 

 
3.117. Based on LP15 growth, the IIP13 indicates a need for: 

 

 2 x new 3FE primary schools in Ely; 
 1 x 3FE primary school at Soham (expansion of planned school at The Shade);  
 1 x 2FE primary school in Littleport; 
 Expansion of existing primary schools in Littleport; 
 Expansion of existing primary school in Burwell; 
 Expansion of existing primary schools in Haddenham, Isleham, Little Downham, Stretham, 

Sutton, Wicken, Wilburton, Witchford; 
 Expansion of existing primary schools in Bottisham; Fordham; Newmarket Fringe; Swaffham 

Prior. 
 Additional primary places, location to be determined. 

 
3.118. Since the IIP13 was prepared, development of a new primary school to support the growth at North Ely has 

been completed. 
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Secondary school provision 

3.119. There are four secondary schools in East Cambridgeshire, each with a defined catchment area.  To meet 

needs arising from growth, the IIP identifies the following requirements for secondary education provision: 

 

 Interim expansion of Ely Village College; 

 New 6FE secondary school in Littleport; 

 Expansion of either or both Soham or Bottisham Village College 

 Additional secondary places, location to be determined.  

Post 16 education 

3.120. Recent changes require mandatory participation in education to 18 years of age. Such education can be 

delivered in a number of different ways and at a variety of facilities, for example, full time study, part time 

study, evening courses at school facilities or work based learning such as apprenticeships.  Due to individual 

choices, it is difficult to precisely predict requirements for 16-18 education. 

 

3.121. The Post 16 Access and Capacity Review (2013) identified an oversupply of post 16 places at colleges, sixth 

form colleges and schools across the Cambridge Partnership Area (which also includes Cambridge City and 

South Cambs District).  This suggests there is no additional need for post 16 education provision in East 

Cambridgeshire.  However this requires review to take into account future housing growth.   

Special Education Need 

3.122. The IIP13 identifies a requirement for a new Area Special School at Littleport (to be provided with 

secondary school).   

Existing school capacity and opportunity to expand 

3.123. In summer 2016, Cambridgeshire County Council (the Local Education Authority for Cambridgeshire) wrote 

to East Cambridgeshire District Council as part of a technical consultation on development sites.  Table 4 

provides a summary of available capacity in primary and secondary schools in East Cambridgeshire, and 

indicates whether schools may be suitable for expansion where no capacity exists.    
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Table 4 – Current primary and secondary school capacity 

Tier School  Available capacity 

P
ri

m
ar

y 
• Isle of Ely Primary School;  
• Mepal & Witcham CE (C) Primary School (Mepal);  
• The Shade Primary Schools (Soham); 

Spare capacity in every year 

• Fordham Primary School; 
• Stretham Community Primary School; 
• The Weatheralls Primary School (Soham); 

Spare capacity in some years  

• Burrough Green Church of England Primary School; 
• Ely St Mary's CE (A) Junior School;  
• Millfield Primary School (Littleport); 
• Spring Meadow Infant School (Ely); 
• Wilburton Primary School; 

Limited capacity 

• Bottisham Primary School;  
• Burwell Village College (Primary) School;  
• Ditton Lodge Community Primary School (Newmarket Fringe); 
• Downham Feoffees Primary School (Little Downham); 
• Kettlefields Primary School (Dullingham); 
• Lantern Primary School (Ely); 
• Little Thetford Primary School; 
• Littleport Community Primary School; 
• Robert Arkenstall Primary (Haddenham); 
• Sutton CE Primary; 
• St. Andrews CE Primary School (Soham); 

No spare places, but room for 
expansion 

• Cheveley CE Primary School;  
• Ely St John's Primary School; 
• Isleham CE Primary School; 
• Kennett Primary School; 
• Swaffham Bulbeck C of E Primary School; 
• Swaffham Prior C of E Primary School; 
• The Rackham CE (C) Primary School (Witchford); 

No spare places, no room for 
expansion 

Se
co

n
d

ar
y 

• Ely College; Spare capacity in every year 

• Soham Village College;  
• Witchford Village College; 

Limited capacity 

• Bottisham Village College. 
No spare places, but room for 
expansion 
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Summary of education infrastructure requirements identified by IIP13 

3.124. Table 5 sets out a summary of education infrastructure requirements identified by the IIP13.  

Table 5: Overview of Education Requirements - IIP2013 

Early 
years 

 2 x 52 pre-schools places as part of new primary schools at Ely [of which, 1 x primary school 
completed and open 2016]; 

 2 x 54 pre-school places as part of new primary school at Soham; 
 52 x pre-school places as part of new primary school at Littleport; 
 26 x Pre-school places at Burwell Primary school; 
 Expansion of existing pre-school provision at Little Downham (to replace existing temporary 

accommodation); 
 Additional pre-school provision at existing primary schools at Haddenham, Isleham, Little 

Downham, Stretham, Sutton, Wicken, Wilburton and Witchford (minimum of 35 places); 
 Additional pre-school provision at existing primary schools at Bottisham, Fordham, 

Newmarket Fringe and Swaffham Prior (minimum of 21 places); 
 Additional early years places in association with ‘additional potential broad locations’ and 

rural exception windfall development – format and location to be determined (minimum of 
108 places); and  

 Private day nursery provision in Ely and Soham. 

Primary 
schools 

 2 x 3FE new primary schools at Ely [of which, 1 x primary school completed and open 2016];  
 2FE expansion of new Soham Primary school (to be completed in 2013); 
 1 x 2FE primary school at Littleport 1FE expansion of Burwell Primary school; 
 Expansion of Fordham Primary School will be required to accommodate recent population 

growth and further housing development.  
 Additional primary school places will be required at existing primary schools in Haddenham, 

Isleham, Little Downham, Stretham, Sutton, Wicken, Wilburton and Witchford (minimum of 
211 places).  

 Additional primary school places will be required at existing primary schools in Bottisham, 
Fordham, Newmarket Fringe and Swaffham Prior (minimum of 127 places) Additional primary 
school places in association with ‘additional potential broad locations’ and rural exception 
windfall development – format and location to be determined (minimum of 622 places). 

Secondary 
schools 

 1FE Interim solution required at Ely Village College;  
 2FE expansion of either Soham Village College or Bottisham Village College (joint catchment)  
 6FE secondary school to be provided at Littleport. Additional secondary school places in 

association with ‘additional potential broad locations’ – format and location to be 
determined (minimum of 382 places). 

Area 
special 
schools 

 New Area Special School at Littleport (to be provided with secondary school). 
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Summary of Key Issues and Principles for emerging Local Plan (education) 

3.125. Ensuring access to education facilities is an important issue in delivering sustainable development.  To meet 

growth needs will require the provision of new facilities and expansion of existing facilities.  The location, 

scale and phasing of development are therefore vitally important factors in determining what additional 

education infrastructure may be required.     

 

3.126. Utilising spare capacity (whilst limited) at existing schools could ensure efficient use of existing 

infrastructure.  Some schools allow opportunities for expansion.  In other locations, new facilities will be 

required.   

 

3.127. New facilities should meet the County Council’s policies in terms of capacity (expressed in whole forms of 

entry).  For example, major strategic-scale developments should provide an opportunity to deliver a whole 

new school facility to serve the development, whereas other developments should deliver school 

expansions in units of whole forms of entry.   

 

3.128. The R123 Infrastructure List indicates that Community Infrastructure Levy receipts will be used to deliver 

schools in Littleport.  Elsewhere, developer contributions toward education infrastructure will generally be 

secured through planning obligations within s106 agreements.   

 

3.129. Through the Local Plan preparation process, the Council will: 

 

 Apply Cambridgeshire County Council’s standard multipliers to calculate education infrastructure 

requirements; 

 In distributing growth, have regard to existing infrastructure capacity and opportunities for 

expansion and /or provision of new education facilities; 

 Deliver education infrastructure identified by IIP13 and R123 list; 

 Collaborate with Cambridgeshire County Council through Local Plan process to identify additional 

education infrastructure requirements; 

 For major development schemes, require on-site provision of primary and pre-school education 

facilities, and elsewhere secure planning obligations for investment in education infrastructure. 

 

3.130. At this draft stage in the Local Plan process, education infrastructure requirements are somewhat uncertain.  

Whilst the IIP13 sets out a number of education infrastructure requirements, it is acknowledged that this 

information will require update.   
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Health, Social Care and Wellbeing Infrastructure 
3.131. Health and Social Care incorporates a broad range of social infrastructure, including GP surgeries, 

healthcare centres, dentists, pharmacies, optometrists, community and acute hospitals, children’s centres, 

care and extra homes and day care centres.  

 

3.132. East Cambridgeshire has a relatively strong coverage of GPs and Dentists.  Each of the main settlements 

(Ely, Littleport, Soham) provides a health centre or community hospital and the large villages of Bottisham, 

Burwell, Haddenham and Sutton offer GP services   Medical services are typically delivered by the NHS, 

principally through the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group.  In addition, the 

private sector is likely to provide some services. 

 

3.133. In addition, Cambridgeshire County Council has a number of statutory responsibilities relating to Public 

Health, namely: 

 

 Supporting mental health and wellbeing; 

 Supporting children and young people; 

 Children’s centre provision; 

 Children’s social care; and 

 Adult social care. 

 

3.134. Cambridgeshire County Council’s Draft Planning Obligations Strategy indicates that new communities are 

recognised as having higher needs, which escalate more quickly than in more established communities and 

are therefore considered a vulnerable group.  Much of the research into new towns or new communities 

has established clear links between loneliness, poor mental health and antisocial behaviours with a lack of 

community cohesion and social networks which is greatly influenced by lack of access to community 

facilities and supportive services.  The Draft Planning Obligations Strategy indicates that, to promote good 

mental health and wellbeing, residents must have access to preventative services and early intervention to 

support their wellbeing as well as access to traditional health services (GP and hospitals etc.). 

 

3.135. The County Council has a statutory duty to provide Children’s Centre services to communities. Centres must 

provide a single point of information and access to services for children aged 0-5 and their families, either in 

situ or through outreach work.  

 

3.136. The Draft Planning Obligations Strategy indicates that, for development of a significant scale, which is 

allocated in a local plan, the County Council will engage with the developer and relevant LPA during the pre-

application period to scope the need for particular services and facilities.  The types of buildings and 

services that typically may be required to support vulnerable people include:  

 

 Provision of specialist accommodation (e.g. residential care facilities, supported living 

accommodation, etc.) within large scale developments;  

 Community buildings and sports facilities;  

 Formal and informal meeting spaces and offices, and 

 Funding to support residents wellbeing and encourage place making (e.g. set up and initial running 

costs of groups and activities to promote resilience and prevent issues escalating, including staff). 

Healthcare infrastructure requirements 

3.137. The IIP13 identifies a need for additional health infrastructure.  In calculating additional demand, the IIP13 

applies nationally recognised standards (sourced from National Health Service (GPs); Traffic light maps of 

Dentists distribution in England and Wales, 2004), which are: 
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 1 GP per 1,800 people; 

 1 Dentist per 2,000 people. 

 

3.138. The IIP13 identifies that provision for acute care should be assessed at the County level.  Due to a policy of 

creating more capacity by shifting more care into community settings, it is therefore expected that Princess 

of Wales Hospital, Ely, could provide a location for such facilities. 

 

3.139. The IIP13 indicates the following health centres as suitable for expansion: 

 

 Ely: Served by Princess of Wales Hospital, which also houses The Cathedral Practice and St Mary’s 

Practice.  The site is strategically located in relation to proposed future growth in north Ely and has 

potential for redevelopment / and or the inclusion of an additional GP facility. 

 Soham: Staploe medical centre will be redeveloped to provide a larger facility through acquiring 

adjacent land. 

 Littleport: St George’s Medical Centre is a relatively modern premises with potential for expansion. 

 Burwell: The Burwell Surgery is a relatively modern facility with potential for expansion. 

 

3.140. Table 6 provides an overview of healthcare requirements identified by the IIP13: 

 

Table 6: Healthcare requirements identified by IIP13 

Primary Care  Provision of 8/9 GP facility on site of Princess of Wales Hospital, or a smaller facility 
on a hospital site and a third GP facility elsewhere in Ely; 

 Expanded Staploe Medical Centre (Soham) (3.5 GPs); 
 Expanded Littleport Health Centre (1.5 GPs); 
 Expanded dental provision (4 dentists across 3 facilities). 

Acute Care  Redevelopment of Princess of Wales Hospital 

 

Summary of Key Issues and Principles for emerging Local Plan (health, social care and wellbeing) 

3.141. To meet the needs of growth identified in the emerging Local Plan, the provision of additional health 

infrastructure will be required. This will principally be met through the expansion of existing health facilities 

in Ely, Littleport, Soham and Burwell.   

 

3.142. To support mental health and wellbeing, new development will be supported by the provision of open 

spaces and community facilities such as community centres.  This matter is of particular importance at 

strategic sites.  These facilities should be incorporated into a development at the design stage.  The Council 

may use planning conditions and planning obligations (s106 or CIL), as appropriate, to deliver such facilities. 

 

3.143. Health facilities are identified on the Regulation 123 Infrastructure List, meaning such infrastructure will 

likely be funded using CIL receipts, either wholly or in part. 

 

3.144. Through preparing the emerging local Plan, the Council will: 

 

 Calculate requirements for GPs and dentists using the standard multipliers (1GP per 1,800 people, 1 

dentist per 2,000 people); 

 Facilitate the delivery of healthcare infrastructure identified by the IIP13; 

 Liaise with the local Clinical Commissioning Group to identify additional infrastructure requirements; 

and 

 Ensure the specialist healthcare needs of new communities formed by major new development are 

met. 
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Emergency Services Infrastructure 
3.145. East Cambridgeshire provides the following emergency services infrastructure: 

 

 Police: One police station located in Ely; 

 Fire Service: Six fire stations distributed throughout the district, including at the Main Settlements 

of Ely, Littleport and Soham; 

 Ambulance Service: There is one ambulance station in the district, located at Ely. 

 

3.146. The IIP13 uses the following multipliers to calculate demand for police services: 

 

 1 police officer per 564 households; 

 1 police support staff per 757 households; and 

 1 sqm per 370 households. 

 

3.147. Using these multipliers, the IIP13 identifies demand for 17 police officers, 11 support staff and 26 sqm of 

custody space.  No demand for additional infrastructure relating to the ambulance service and fire service is 

expected to be required to meet growth needs. 

 

3.148. Through the preparation of the emerging Local Plan, the Council will 

 

 Consider how to deliver additional police infrastructure, as identified by the IIP13; 

 Liaise with emergency service providers to update requirements for infrastructure provision. 
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Community Facilities 
3.149. Community facilities can include a wide range of facilities and spaces which the public can use including 

libraries, village halls, community centres, provision of children’s pre-school services, venues for community 

and adult learning, performance and creative spaces, etc.  

 

3.150. There are 24 community centres and village halls in East Cambridgeshire. These are relatively evenly 

distributed across the district throughout all the settlements.  There are 2 library and lifelong learning 

centres (Ely and Littleport), 2 libraries (Soham and Burwell) and 3 library access points (Bottisham, Little 

Downham, and Haddenham) located within the district.   

 

3.151. Ely contains the majority of existing cultural facilities, including the Babylon Gallery, 2 private galleries, The 

Maltings (which is a 260 seat conference centre and hall and is used as a part time cinema), 3 museums (Ely 

Museum, Oliver Cromwell House and The Stained Glass Museum) and Library.  In the smaller communities, 

there is a Country-Life Museum in Burwell, a commercial gallery in Haddenham, Stretham Pumping Station 

and a Steam Museum in Prickwillow. 

Libraries 

3.152. Cambridgeshire County Council has a statutory duty to provide a library service.  New housing development 

will have implications for the existing library provision, and may require investment through developer 

contributions toward the provision of: 

 

 Sites for new libraries; 

 A new library building (covering full building and finishes); 

 Library fit out and new stock; 

 Upgrading an existing library or lifelong learning facility (including extension to floorspace); 

 A mobile service, community provided or ‘pop up’ service; and/or 

 A revenue stream for the provision of new services for a period of time. 

 

3.153. Growth in Ely, Soham, Littleport and Burwell will trigger the need for additional library provision. Elsewhere 

within the district the County Council has stated that improvements will be made to existing library/lifelong 

learning services rather than providing new facilities e.g. additional stock. 

 

3.154. Cambridgeshire County Council has stated that there is potential for on-site expansion of the existing 

Soham and Burwell libraries. However there is limited potential for on-site expansion of Ely and Littleport 

libraries due to the lack of space available on these sites. The County Council has therefore indicated that 

the existing libraries would be retained and additional library provision would be made elsewhere within 

these settlements as part of community hubs. Elsewhere within the District it is expected that existing 

library service e.g. mobile library provision will be improved rather than providing new library floorspace. 

Community Halls 

3.155. The IIP13 applies a standard for calculating additional demand for additional community meeting facilities 

(such as village halls or community centres).  The standard is 111sqm per 1000 population (or 0.1sqm per 

person).  The IIP identifies a need for additional community meeting facilities by calculating growth levels 

based on the amount of development identified by the Local Plan 2015.  

 

3.156. Whilst the standard multiplier provides a starting point for estimating future infrastructure requirements, it 

does not take into account existing capacity (i.e. existing surpluses or deficits).  Nor does it consider 

whether the amount of additional community hall floorspace required is of sufficient scale to generate a 

new facility suitable for a range of activities.   
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3.157. A Community Facilities Audit was carried out by Cambridgeshire ACRE on behalf of East Cambridgeshire 

District Council in 2013.  The audit found that there is currently a small surplus of 96.63m² (1%) of indoor 

community space in the district. 21 settlements have a surplus of community space and 26 settlements 

have a deficit. Whilst 14 of the settlements with a deficit have no facilities that meet the audit criteria, 8 of 

them have other indoor community facilities within the settlement. Only 6 settlements in the district do not 

have any indoor community facilities. However, using Cambridgeshire County Council Research Group 

population forecasts, the current slight surplus across the district will decrease to a 19% shortfall of 

community space by 2031 if no new community facilities are provided. 

 

3.158. The following settlements have the greatest surplus of indoor community space: 

 Stetchworth – exceeds the standard (111sqm/1,000 people) by 4,257% 

 Westley Waterless – 768%; 

 Coveney – 570%; 

 Brinkley – 449%; 

 Black Horse Drove – 427%.   

 

3.159. The following settlements have the greatest shortfall of indoor community space: 

 Ely – -92%; 

 Soham – -83%; 

 Stretham – -78%; 

 Littleport – -70%; and 

 Fordham – -60%. 

 

3.160. Each of those communities with a surplus of community space is quite small and rural in nature.  Therefore 

wider considerations would need to be taken into account before allocating growth to utilise this additional 

capacity.  Those settlements with a deficit tend to be larger settlements which offer a wide range of other 

opportunities for community meeting space.   

Summary of Key Issues and Principles for emerging Local Plan (community facilities) 

3.161. The overall need for community facilities is complex, and infrastructure requirements should be identified 

to reflect the scale and location of growth.   

 

3.162. The emerging Local Plan will support the recommendations of the Community Facilities Audit by: 

 

 Support the expansion of improvement of existing library services; and 

 Retaining the current standard for community facility provision (111 m² per 1,000 people) and could 

require new development to satisfy this standard. 
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Sports Facilities and Open Space 

Indoor sports facilities 

3.163. An Indoor Sports Facilities Needs Assessment Strategy and Action Plan (January 2015) was published in 

2015.  The Assessment considered current and future indoor sports needs and set the following  standards 

for sports provision (to 2026 per 1,000 population):  

 

 Swimming pools – 9.81sqm; 

 Sports halls – 0.33 courts; 

 Health and fitness suites – 3.42 stations; 

 Indoor bowls – 0.10 rinks; 

 Squash courts – 0.11 courts; 

 Studios – 0.13 studios; 

 Indoor tennis – 0 courts. 

 

3.164. The assessment identified the following indoor sports hall developments which are currently planned: 

 

 East Cambs district-wide leisure centre – multi-sport facility providing 4 courts, swimming pool, etc. 

(new development which is currently under construction); 

 Littleport Leisure Centre – 4 court hall planned.  Additional secondary hall planned which will 

accommodate two courts. 

 Witchford Village College – Extend main hall from 3 courts to 4 courts to accommodate basketball 

matches. 

 The Ellesmere Centre – Refurbish activity hall floor. 

 Bottisham Village College Sports Centre – Main hall floor needs replacing in 1-2 years. 

 

3.165. Taking into account existing planned development, the Assessment concluded that there is no additional 

requirement for indoor sports provision for most indoor sports.  However, there is likely to be some limited 

need for additional health and fitness stations and studios. 

 

3.166. In summary, the emerging Local Plan will support the provision of indoor sports facilities in accordance with 

the standards applied by the Indoor Sports Facilities Needs Assessment Strategy and Action Plan (2015). 

Outdoor Sports Facilities 

3.167. Emerging policy LP21: Open Space, Sport and Recreational Facilities requires new developments (of 11 or 

more units) to make provision for open space, including play and outdoor sports facilities.  The policy 

includes the following standards (per person): 

 

 Informal open space (including, for example parks, amenity land, and biodiversity areas) – 25 sqm; 

 Toddler play area – 0.2 sqm; 

 Junior play area – 0.8 sqm; 

 Youth play area – 1 sqm; and 

 Playing pitches – 12 sqm.    

 

3.168. The North Ely Strategic Urban Extension will provide a number of new open space facilities, including sports 

pitches at adjacent to the new Ely leisure centre, and an extension to Ely Country Park. 

 

3.169. Currently, no additional specific open space infrastructure is identified.  Once the Local Plan is adopted, 

requirements for open space will be applied on a case-by-case basis in accordance with policy LP21 and 

Village Chapters (section 7, FDLP). 
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Strategic Green Infrastructure 

3.170. The Cambridgeshire Green Infrastructure Strategy (2011) seeks to create a multi-functional network of 

green infrastructure across the county.  A number of strategic green infrastructure projects are identified 

for East Cambridgeshire: 

 

 Littleport  
o Littleport Urban Greenway; 
o New River Town Park; 
o Cycleway Improvements; 
o Woodland Creation; 

 

 Ely 
o Ely Country Park; 
o Woodland Creation; 
o North Ely Development; 
o Ouse SuDS; 
o Sustainable Access across A10; 

 

 Soham 
o Soham Commons Restoration; 
o Improved public open space and town parks; 

 

 Ely Ouse 
o Environmental stewardship schemes; 
o Eastern Gateway Green Infrastructure expansion; 

 

 Chippenham Fen 
o Continued reserve management; 
o Water management investigation; 

 

 Wicken Fen and Anglesea Abbey 
o Wicken Fen Vision; 
o Wicken Fen Nature Trails. 

  

3.171. The emerging Local Plan supports the provision of Green Infrastructure through draft policy LP20: Delivering 

Green Infrastructure. 

 

Utilities 

Water infrastructure 

3.172. The Council has commissioned an update to its Water Cycle Study (WCS); to date (January 2017) the WCS as 

published is a draft report.  The WCS will assist the Council in selecting sites for allocation to minimise 

impact on the environment, water quality, water resources, infrastructure and flood risk.  This is achieved 

by identifying areas where there may be conflict between any proposed development and the requirements 

of the environment and by recommending potential solutions.  The WCS is a "dynamic document" that is 

periodically reviewed as further information becomes available, providing a better understanding of the 

impact of the developments on the water supply and wastewater infrastructure and water quality. 

 

3.173. The WCS will also identify infrastructure requirements, principally relating to the management of water 

supply, water treatment and odour. 
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3.174. The WCS draft report indicates that within the Water Resource Zones in the district, there is current 

pressure on water resources due to increasing demand, population growth and the impacts of climate 

change.  Further investigation is required to ensure the water supply, and necessary water supply 

infrastructure, will keep up with future demand. 

 

3.175. The WCS draft report assessed all site submissions received during the Call for Sites exercise.  It should be 

noted that more land was submitted than is required to meet the housing requirement.  

 

3.176. From the assessment undertaken it was found that: 

 

 79% of sites have access to a Water Recycling Centre where there is capacity to serve growth; 

 92% of sites need upgrades in terms of foul sewerage constraints; and 

 All sites face major constraints in terms of surface water infrastructure and therefore surface water 

solutions should be prioritised. 

 

3.177. All Water Recycling Centres are currently working within their permits, but two WRCs would exceed the 

permits with an increase of proposed developments (Ely (New) and Soham).  

 

3.178. Of the sites submitted during the Call for Sites exercise, 7 sites are within 400m distance of a WRC.  The 

effects of odour on residential amenity therefore could influence whether some sites are suitable for 

development or not (or whether mitigation measures are required), but is unlikely to effect the overall 

strategic distribution of growth. 

 

3.179. All Water Recycling Centres are working within their Dry Water Flow permits.  Deterioration is predicted for 

the proposed growth at all WRCs.  At most WRCs, modelling predicts Good Ecological Status cannot be 

achieved at present; however GES could be achieved with upgrades at works using Best Available 

Technology.   The impact of increased effluent is likely to have no significant impact upon flood risk in the 

receiving watercourses at any of the sites. 

 

3.180. Further environmental surveys and more detailed assessments are required for each of the sites to 

determine the acceptability of their development.  It should not be assumed that sites which are located 

some distance from environmental features are automatically suitable for development.  Likewise, those 

sites with many environmental features should not be automatically defined as ‘not suitable’ for 

development.  Therefore, environmental constraints in the water environment may not necessarily affect 

the overall distribution of growth in the ways one might expect. 

 

3.181. The WCS is currently at a draft stages.  Future stages of the Water Cycle Study project will provide greater 

detail of infrastructure requirements relating to the supply and treatment of water. 

Electricity & Gas 

3.182. National Grid is required to put in place strategic improvements to the network that will satisfy expected 

growth in a realistic timescale. The Asset Management Plan (AMP) is prepared in advance of each five year 

period to enable additional demand from expected growth to be met.  The Council will consult National 

Grid during preparation of the Local Plan. 

Telecommunications 

3.183. The Connecting Cambridgeshire project sought to bring superfast broadband to 90% of homes and 

businesses across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, and better broadband for all other premises.  The 

project is now complete.  The Council will continue to encourage improvements to telecommunications 

infrastructure. 
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Waste management 

3.184. Delivery of new dwellings will increase the demand for recycling facilities for households within the district.   

Cambridgeshire County Council has identified a need for the existing recycling centre located at Stirling 

Way, Witchford to be expanded toward the end of the plan period (2028 at the earliest). 

 

Spatial Issue 6: Development Viability 
3.185. The Council has commissioned a Viability Assessment of its emerging Local Plan.   The Draft Viability Report 

has informed the preparation of the Further Draft Local Plan and will be published alongside it in January 

2017.  

 

3.186. The Draft Viability Report identifies some variations across the district regarding development viability.  

Similarly, the Council’s Community Infrastructure Levy is split into three geographic charging areas with 

differing rates for housing development, reflecting variations in viability across the district (NB: values do 

not include indexation): 

 

 Zone A – Littleport and Soham: £40/sqm; 

 Zone B – Ely: £70/sqm; and 

 Zone C – Rest of district: £90/sqm. 

 

3.187. On the whole, the district appears to have a buoyant housing market.  Rural areas and settlements with 

good access to Cambridge (such as Ely and villages in the south of the district) are generally perceived as 

being especially viable.    

 

3.188. Development viability may be affected by many variables, many of which may be beyond the control of the 

Local Plan.  Development viability is a key aspect of deliverability, and is therefore a relevant consideration 

in the distribution of development.  However, where a settlement is shown as being ‘less viable’ than 

another does not mean development cannot or should not take place in such a location.  Such evidence is 

useful in that it indicates where development may be more challenging to deliver.  

 

3.189. Due to differing CIL rates, the location in which development takes place will affect the amount of money 

generated from CIL to fund infrastructure provision. 
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Summary of Spatial Issues and Principles 
 General approach 

3.190. National policy requires Local Plans to set out a spatial strategy which contributes to the delivery of 

sustainable development.  National policy also indicates that Local Plans should, as far as possible, reflect a 

collective vision and a set of agreed priorities.  This reinforces the importance of public consultation and 

engagement with the public, landowners and technical stakeholders including infrastructure providers.  

Depending on the specific nature of this collective vision, it is possible that the ability to meet such a vision 

may (in certain circumstances) have to be balanced against the need to deliver sustainable development. 

 

3.191. To achieve sustainable development the Local Plan should make provision for the area’s housing need in full 

through identifying key development sites.  To meet its Objectively Assessed Housing Need and fulfil its 

obligations under the Memorandum of Cooperation, the Local Plan should make provision for at least 

11,400 homes. 

 

3.192. In meeting this housing need, national policy recognises that large-scale, holistically planned development 

can provide the best supply of new homes.  The NPPF also notes that all scales of settlements can play a 

role in delivering sustainable development, recognising that new development can promote the vitality of 

rural communities.  However, the NPPF is clear in stating that isolated dwellings (such as in the countryside) 

should be avoided. 

 

3.193. Ely is the largest urban area and acts as a retail, service and administrative centre for a wide rural 

catchment.  Similarly, the Main Settlements of Soham and Littleport serve not only their residents but also 

surrounding villages in their hinterlands. The Settlement Hierarchy categorises each settlement based on its 

population and access to retail, employment, community, sports and recreation, schools, and public 

transport, to inform (but not determine) the distribution of growth. 

 

3.194. National policy indicates that development should be provided in the most sustainable locations, 

particularly in terms of sustainable transport modes.  In East Cambridgeshire, this would typically be the 

Main Settlements (Ely, Littleport and Soham) which offer best access to employment, services, community 

facilities and infrastructure, including transport networks.     

 

3.195. The Local Plan should be based on a strategy which seeks to meet objectively assessed development and 

infrastructure requirements.  The Council has at its disposal a number of tools to enable the delivery of 

infrastructure to support development, including CIL, planning conditions and planning obligations. 

However, it is likely that developer contributions alone will not be sufficient to meet the full cost of 

infrastructure necessary to support growth identified by the emerging Local Plan.  It is likely that additional 

sources of funding will be required, for example from the Council’s capital budget, from central government 

grants, and through direct provision of infrastructure by service providers and technical stakeholders.  The 

devolution of statutory powers and functions to the Combined Authority for Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough presents a significant opportunity to access infrastructure funding 

Landscape 

3.196. The district has two main landscape character types.  The north of the district is located in the Fens, and the 

south of the district is characterised by East Anglian Chalk.  Each landscape area has its own specific 

characteristics, which have implications for how new development can be appropriately and sustainably 

accommodated without resulting in adverse harm. 

 

3.197. The Ely Environmental Capacity Study (2001) identifies significant environmental constraints to the growth 

of the Cathedral City – new development potentially threatens Ely’s fen isle character and risks potential 

harm to quintessential views of Ely Cathedral from surrounding areas.  Such issues have major implications 

for future growth in Ely.   
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Flood risk 

3.198. Flood history shows that East Cambridgeshire has been subject to flooding from several sources of flood 

risk, with the principal risk from fluvial sources.  However, the main urban areas are located on higher 

ground, placing them mostly outside of the floodplains of the main watercourses. Other than these higher 

urban areas, the East Cambridgeshire District consists largely of low-lying fenland with multiple drainage 

networks. The District is largely pumped and reliant on flood defences, creating a significant residual risk if 

the defences were to fail. 

 

3.199. Flood risk is therefore a major issue in distributing development. A sequential approach should be applied 

to ensure development in areas of high flood risk is generally avoided. 

Infrastructure needs 

3.200. The Council has a wealth of existing evidence on infrastructure need.  In the short period of time since the 

Local Plan 2015 was adopted, rates of development have been relatively modest.  For many sites, 

development has not yet been implemented.  It is therefore likely that much of the Council’s existing 

evidence base remains up-to-date.  However, infrastructure need may vary due to the scale, location and 

timescales of growth.  

 

3.201. Engagement and cooperation with infrastructure service providers is of particular important in maintaining 

an up-to-date list of infrastructure requirements.   

 

3.202. Most significant are the needs for investment in transport infrastructure (particularly to facilitate 

sustainable transport), education facilities and healthcare and water supply and treatment. 

 

3.203. The draft TSEC identifies a range of necessary transport infrastructure projects to address existing 

deficiencies and meet the needs of growth.  This transport strategy is an important factor in determining 

the distribution of growth.  Aligning the Local Plan with the TSEC will utilise opportunities to deliver 

sustainable growth and facilitate the delivery of infrastructure.  

 

3.204. Locating growth in areas with good access to rail and bus networks provides a significant opportunity to 

reduce the need to travel by private car.  The draft TSEC identifies numerous measures to improve the 

passenger transport in the district.  The Draft TSEC places great importance on increasing cycling levels, and 

therefore it is reasonable to expect provision for cyclists to continue to improve in the future.  Locating new 

development in areas with good access to public transport, walking and cycle infrastructure presents an 

opportunity to meet a number of sustainability objectives.  

 

3.205. In addition to the environmental and social benefits, such a modal shift would limit pressure on the 

highway, namely major highway corridors in the district which are inherently constrained.  Facilitating a 

modal shift to sustainable transport modes is vitally important to enabling additional growth to be 

accommodated. 

 

3.206. To ensure growth needs are met, the emerging Local Plan should support the delivery of infrastructure 

items set out in the draft TSEC’s Action Plan.  

 

3.207. Through national planning policy, the government places great importance on ensuring that a sufficient 

choice of school places is available.  The requirement for school places will be determined by 

Cambridgeshire County Council, initially using standard multipliers, informed by advice from officers to 

reflect local circumstances such as available capacity.   

 
3.208. In spring 2016, Cambridgeshire County Council provided advice on available school capacity and 

opportunities for school expansion.  This information is an important factor in distributing growth.  In 
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addition, the IIP13 identifies a number of projects for the expansion and provision of new education 

facilities.  It is expected that these projects will continue to be provided to enable growth. 

 

3.209. New development creates additional need for health and social care infrastructure.  Evidence suggests that 

new communities (such as strategic developments) tend to have specialist healthcare needs, which should 

be addressed through the Local Plan.  

 

3.210. The requirement for GPs and dentists will be calculated using the standard multipliers (1GP per 1,800 

people, 1 dentist per 2,000 people).  Growth will be supported by the delivery of healthcare infrastructure 

identified by IIP13. 

 

3.211. The Council has commissioned an update of its Water Cycle Study.  The Draft Water Cycle Study (January 

2017) identifies a number of pressures relating to infrastructure provision and the water environment, and 

will continue to be developed alongside preparation of the Local Plan.   

 

3.212. There is current pressure on water resources in the WRZ which will increase with population growth and 

the impacts of climate change.  Investigation is needed to ensure water supply will keep up with the future 

demand and that supplies can be managed in the future. 

 

 The WCS has identified that sewerage capacity would need to be upgraded to accommodate the 

planned growth, especially in terms of the foul sewerage and surface water network. Timely 

planning and provision of infrastructure upgrades should be undertaken through regular 

engagement between ECDC, AW, the EA and developers. 

 Future developments will cause two WRC at Ely (New) and Soham to exceed their current DWF 

permit by over 20% therefore careful planning of the phasing of development in these areas is 

required. 

 Future developments are also predicted to cause deterioration of water quality of the receiving 

water bodies at all the WRCs assessed, however in most cases this can be alleviated using ‘Best 

Available Technology’.  Without upgrading the WRCs, this is likely to have adverse impacts on the 

environment. 

 

3.213. Through a review of existing evidence sources, six critical spatial issues which are relevant to spatial 

strategy matters are identified: 

 

 Spatial issue 1: Objectively Assessed Housing Need – a great need for new homes in the district; 

 Spatial issue 2: Settlement Hierarchy – many towns and villages, offering a range of infrastructure 

and services; 

 Spatial issue 3: Landscape and townscape – sensitive fen/isle landscape and historic character, 

particularly the landscape setting and views of the City of Ely and its Cathedral; 

 Spatial issue 4: Flood risk – vast areas of the district (namely low lying fen land) at risk from 

flooding; and 

 Spatial issue 5: Infrastructure provision – need for additional infrastructure to meet growth needs, 

particularly relating to transport, education, healthcare and water supply and treatment.  

 Spatial issue 6: Development viability – some local variations in development viability across the 

district. 

 

3.214. This spatial profile of the area will inform the Sustainability Appraisal of Alternative Growth Options by 

identifying those issues of most critical importance. 
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4. Development of Alternative Growth Options 
4.1. This section develops further each of the four initial growth options (discussed in Section 1: Introduction) by 

applying actual dwelling figures.  Collectively, the Alternative Growth Options (AGOs) express the full range 

of reasonable options for growth which theoretically exist.  Each Alternative Growth Option (AGOs) is 

intended to be high level and strategic in nature.  Assessment of AGOs is provided in section 5: Analysis of 

Alternative Growth Options. 

 

4.2. To ensure consistency with the Settlement Hierarchy (set out by draft policy LP3), each AGO distributes 

development in the context of the Settlement Hierarchy categories.  This has a number of practical 

advantages.  Firstly, it is a simple approach making each AGO easier to understand, thereby providing 

greater clarity of the differences between each option.  In practice this tiered approach will enable greater 

flexibility, as the overall housing requirement will be met across settlement hierarchy tiers, rather than 

rigidly apply targets to each settlement.  This flexibility will enable the Local Plan to respond to constraints 

and opportunities, thereby ensuring the most suitable sites are selected for allocation. 

 

4.3. Each AGO table indicates the existing dwelling stock by Settlement Hierarchy tier using best available 

information (dated 2013). This information is essential to calculating percentages for distributing 

development.  It should be noted that some dwellings are located in the countryside outside of settlements.  

Therefore the total dwelling stock is the sum of total dwellings in settlements, and is not equal to the total 

number of dwellings in the district.  

 

4.4. No AGO considers distributing development to locations in the countryside i.e. physically separate from 

existing settlements.  National policy indicates that the development of new isolated homes in the 

countryside should be avoided (unless there are special circumstances).  Consequently, it is not considered 

a reasonable option to distribute development to locations in the countryside.  Draft policies sets out the 

special circumstances where development in the countryside may be appropriate. 

 

4.5. The potential to create a new settlement (i.e. distinct and physically separate from any existing settlement, 

and of a scale to be strategically significant to the district) was considered.  However no such proposal was 

put forward at the Preliminary Draft Local Plan consultation stage.  Such a scheme would require sufficient 

land to be made available, significant investment in infrastructure and would involve the coordination of a 

number of stakeholders.  In the absence of a promoted scheme, it was concluded that a new settlement-led 

growth option was unlikely to be a reasonable option and was therefore discounted. 
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Alternative Growth Option 1: Proportionate growth 
4.6. AGO1 is based on the principles set by indicative growth option 1, where new development is distributed 

across all settlements on a broadly pro-rata basis based on the size of the existing settlement.   

 

4.7. AGO1 develops this concept further by distributing the number of new dwellings by Settlement Hierarchy 

category, thereby providing additional flexibility in distributing development between settlements.   

 

4.8. In AGO1, the number of existing dwellings in each Settlement Hierarchy tier is calculated as a percentage.  

This percentage is then applied to the total minimum housing requirement (11,400 dwellings) to calculate 

the total number of dwellings each Settlement Hierarchy category will be expected to accommodate, 

thereby ensuring that new development is distributed proportionately.  For example, 47% of the total 

number of existing dwellings in settlements are located in Main Settlements.  Therefore through AGO1, 

Main settlements will receive 47% of the total minimum housing requirement, which is 5,331 dwellings. 

Table 7: Alternative Growth Option 1 - Proportionate Growth 

  

Option 1: Proportionate growth 

Settlement type 

Existing dwelling 
stock (2012) 

Percentage (%) of growth 
requirement 

Dwellings (units) 

Main Settlements 16,240 47 5,331 

Large villages 11,130 32 3,654 

Medium villages 5,250 15 1,723 

Small villages 2,108 6 692 

Total 34,728 100 11,400 
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Alternative Growth Option 2: Corridor Growth (Growth in Large and Medium Villages) 
4.9. The aim of this approach is to create a network of centres along main transport corridors. The AGO achieves 

this by providing greater than pro rata growth at Large Villages and Medium Villages. 

 

4.10. East Cambridgeshire’s transport corridors, such as main road routes (including the A10, A142, A1123, etc.) 

and rail routes provide connectivity to destinations such as the Main Settlements (Ely, Littleport and Soham) 

and major destinations in the region, including Cambridge and Newmarket.  Located along these routes are 

a number of Large Villages and Medium Villages. 

 

4.11. AGO2 therefore builds on the principles of initial option 2 which sought to concentrate new development in 

parishes with best access to Ely, market towns and other major destinations such as Cambridge and 

Newmarket. 

 

4.12. The Settlement Hierarchy Study indicates that Main Settlements benefit from the greatest provision of 

infrastructure.  Other AGOs distribute the greatest proportion of development to Main Settlements (see 

AGOs 1 & 3, and to a lesser extent AGO4).  AGO2 seeks to spread the benefits of growth more widely, 

namely through improvements to infrastructure and improve accessibility across the district. 

   

4.13. AGO2 therefore redistributes growth from Main Settlements and Small Villages to Large Villages and 

Medium Villages, which would receive greater than pro rata growth.  Whilst Main Settlements would 

receive less than pro rata growth, the actual number of dwellings is equal to the number applied to Large 

Villages. 

 

4.14. Table 8 expresses this growth distribution as a percentage and in terms of actual of actual number of 

dwellings.  

 

Table 8: Alternative Growth Option 2 - Proportionate Growth 

  

Option 2: Infrastructure & Accessibility Enhancing Growth 

Settlement type 

Existing dwelling 
stock (2012) 

Percentage (%) of  
growth requirement 

Dwellings (units) 

Main Settlement 16,240 35 3,990 

Large village 11,130 35 3,990 

Medium village 5,250 25 2,850 

Small village 2,108 5 570 

Total 34,728 100 11,400 
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Alternative Growth Option 3: Main Settlement Led growth 
4.15. As indicated by the Settlement Hierarchy Study and discussed in Section 3: Spatial Issues and Principles, 

Main Settlements generally have the greatest access to infrastructure, community facilities and 

opportunities, such as employment and education.   

 

4.16. AGO3 develops further the principles set by indicative growth option 3, where the majority of new 

development would be concentrated in Ely, Littleport and Soham.  (Indicative option 3 initially included the 

large village of Burwell for major growth; however this is not pursued directly through AGO3).   

 

4.17. In addition AGO3 applies a proportion of new development to be distributed throughout Large Villages 

(such as Burwell) and Medium Villages, as these settlements offer some provision of infrastructure and 

access to opportunities (albeit on a lesser scale than Main Settlements).  This proportion of growth is less 

than pro-rata, and therefore this AGO provides effectively a redistribution of growth from all settlements to 

Main Settlements. 

   

4.18. However by providing a proportion of growth (albeit less than pro-rata growth) at Large Villages and 

Medium Villages reflects issues raised at consultation i.e. all or most settlements should take some growth 

(equitable / proportionate distribution). 

 

4.19. In this option, no growth is proposed in Small Villages. 

 

4.20. Table 9 applies AGO3 by distributing a proportion of the minimum housing requirement to each Settlement 

Hierarchy category.  In this scenario, Main Settlements receive the greatest proportion of growth, both in 

terms of the actual number of dwellings and through applying a ‘greater than pro rata’ distribution. 

 

Table 9: Alternative Growth Option 3 – Main Settlement Led Growth 

  

Option 3: Main Settlement Led Growth 

Settlement type 

Existing dwelling 
stock (2012) 

Percentage (%) Dwellings (units) 

Main Settlement 16,240 75 8,550 

Large village 11,130 15 1,710 

Medium village 5,250 10 1,140 

Small village 2,108 0 0 

Total 34,728 100 11,400 
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Alternative Growth Option 4: Prioritise growth in and close to Ely 
4.21. AGO4 seeks to focus development in Ely and one or more of the villages located within a 3-mile radius 

(Chettisham, Little Downham, Little Thetford, Queen Adelaide, Stuntney and/or Witchford). 

 

4.22. Ely is East Cambridgeshire’s main centre for retail and employment and also provides education, community 

facilities and other infrastructure.  In addition, Ely is well served by transport infrastructure, with 

established walking and cycling networks and rail and bus services provide connectivity with major centres 

of employment (namely towns and cities across the county and region).   

 

4.23. As a historic Cathedral City located on a fen isle, Ely has inherent environmental constraints limiting the 

extent to which it could grow sustainably.  It is therefore expected that one or more neighbouring villages 

would receive development of a strategic scale, which would provide good connectivity to Ely. 

 

4.24. Whilst growth would be focussed in or close to Ely, a proportion of development would be distributed 

across remaining Main Settlements, Large Villages and Medium Villages.  No growth is identified for small 

villages.  

 

Table 10: Alternative Growth Option 4 – Prioritise Growth In & Close to Ely 

  

Option 4: Ely & 3 mile radius 

Settlement 
Settlement 
Hierarchy 

Percentage (%) Dwellings (Units) 

Ely - and one or more of the 
following villages: Main Settlement 

60 6,840 

Chettisham Small village 

Little Downham Large village 

Little Thetford Medium village 

Queen Adelaide Small village 

Stuntney Small village 

Witchford Large village 

Remaining Main Settlements (Littleport & Soham) 25 2,850 

Remaining Large Settlements 10 1,140 

Remaining Medium Villages 5 570 

Remaining Small Villages 0 0 

Total 100 11,400 
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5. Analysis of Alternative Growth Options 
5.1. The methodology for assessment of AGOs is set out in section 2: Methodology.  Each AGO is assessed in 

terms of sustainability and deliverability. 

 

5.2. To determine its sustainability, each Alternative Growth Option is appraised against the Sustainability 

Objectives through the completion of a Sustainability Appraisal framework (Appendix 1).  This section 

provides analysis of each AGO, having particular regard to the the key sustainability issues arising from the 

Sustainability Appraisal, many of which reflect the key spatial issues identified in section 3.  Table 11 

provides a summary of each AGOs score against the Sustainability Objectives.  

 

5.3. In determining the extent to which each Alternative Growth Option is deliverable, this study considers 

whether each option is likely to be achievable in terms of the supply of suitable and available sites, and 

economically viable in so far that the likely costs of development resulting from the distribution of 

development (such as infrastructure provision, mitigation, remediation, etc.) do not outweigh the financial 

incentive to develop the land. 

 

Sustainability Appraisal findings 
5.4. Table 11 provides a summary of each AGOs score against the Sustainability Objectives, with a key provided 

in Table 12.  Completed Sustainability Appraisal Frameworks are provided in Appendix 1.   

 

5.5. AGO4 was scored most positively, receiving the greatest number of ‘strong and significant beneficial impact’ 

scores (+++).  AGO3 is expected to provide slightly more positive impacts than AGO2.  AGO1 was the only 

option to receive more negative scores than positive scores. 
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Table 11: Summary of Sustainability Appraisal 
Alternative Growth Options  

SA Objective Alternative Growth 

Option 1: Proportionate 

Growth 

 

Alternative Growth 

Option 2 Corridor 

Growth (Growth in 

Large and Medium 

Villages) 

Alternative Growth 

Option 3: Main 

Settlement Led 

Growth 

Alternative Growth 

Option 4: Prioritise 

Growth In and Close to 

Ely 

1.1 Undeveloped land + + ~ - 

1.2 Energy use  - - + ++ +++ 

1.3 Water consumption ~ ~ ~ ~ 

2.1 Nature sites and species ~ ~ ~ ~ 

2.2 Biodiversity ~ ~ ~ ~ 

2.3 Access to wildlife ~ ~ ~ ~ 

3.1 Historical assets ~ ~ ~ ? 

3.2 Landscape / townscape character ~ ~ ~ ? 

3.3 Design and layout ~ ~ ~ ~ 

4.1 Pollutants - - + ++ +++ 

4.2 Waste production ~ ~ ~ ~ 

4.3 Climate change + + + ? 

5.1 Health - - + ++ +++ 

5.2 Crime ~ ~ ~ ~ 

5.3 Open space ~ ~ ~ ~ 

6.1 Accessibility - - + ++ +++ 

6.2 Inequalities ? ? ? ? 

6.3 Housing need +++ +++ +++ ++ 

6.4 Community involvement ~ ~ ~ ~ 

7.1 Access to work - ? + ++ 

7.2 Investment - - + ++ ++ 

7.3 Local economy + ? + + 

 

Table 12: Key to Sustainability Appraisal Scoring 
Key to Sustainability Appraisal Scoring 

Symbol Likely effect upon the SA objective 

+++ Strong and significant beneficial impact 

++ Potentially significant beneficial impact 

+ Policy or proposal supports this objective although it may only have a minor beneficial impact 

~ Policy or proposal has no impact or effect is neutral insofar as the benefits and drawbacks appear equal and neither is 

considered significant 

? Uncertain or insufficient information on which to determine the assessment at this stage 

- Policy or proposal appears to conflict with the objective and may result in adverse impacts 
-- Potentially significant adverse impact 
--- Strong and significant adverse impact 
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Housing need 
5.6. Each AGO distributes development to meet in full the district’s housing requirement.  Consequently, AGO’s 

1-3 scored equally as providing ‘strong and significant beneficial impact’ in respect of Sustainability 

Objective (SO) 6.3, whilst AGO 4 was scored slightly less favourably due to concerns regarding deliverability, 

as it concentrates development in the Ely area which may impact on the local housing market and provides 

less choice (in terms of geographic location) for homebuyers.   

 
5.7. It should be noted that the AGOs propose distribution of the minimum housing requirement (11,400 

dwellings).  In practice, it may be desirable to allocate more land than is required to meet the minimum 

housing requirement to: a) provide choice and competition in the market for land; and b) to ensure future 

land supply is maintained in the event that an allocated site does not come forward for development as 

expected. 

 

5.8. National policy suggests the supply of new homes can sometimes be best achieved through planning for 

larger scale development.  In principle, each AGO can enable large scale new development to take place, 

especially in settlements in the highest order tiers of the Settlement Hierarchy.   

 

Reducing car use and promoting sustainable travel 
5.9. The Settlement Hierarchy categorises settlements based on the size of the population and provision of 

community facilities and infrastructure.   

 

5.10. The Main Settlements (Ely, Soham and Littleport) offer the greatest access to employment, education, 

retail, services, and are best served by infrastructure and community facilities.  Main Settlements serve not 

only their own communities, but also villages located in a wider rural hinterland.  Ely is the district’s main 

centre and is therefore likely to serve the greatest area.  Generally speaking, settlements in lower orders 

will look to higher order settlements to meet their day-to-day needs.   

 

5.11. In addition settlements located outside of East Cambridgeshire district, such as Cambridge (located to the 

south west) of the district and Newmarket (in the south east), provide major destinations for employment 

and leisure.  

 

5.12. The geographic distribution of development has major sustainability implications as it affects the distances 

people will need to travel to meet their day-to-day needs, how often they will need to travel and the travel 

choices which are available to them.  Consequently the distribution of development has significant 

implications for: 

 

 The environment - in terms of pollution associated with the use of fossil fuel-powered vehicles 

through emissions of greenhouse gasses and local air quality;  

 Health - as greater levels of walking and cycling supports active, healthy lifestyles;  

 Equity – whether those who do not have access to a car can still access employment, education, 

services, etc; and 

 The economy – transport options, congestion and travel times impact upon the local economy, 

affecting access between employers and their labour, customers and suppliers.  The provision of 

additional infrastructure has implications for public and private finances, and potentially the 

deliverability of new development. 
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5.13. National Planning Policy places particular importance on the need to encourage sustainable modes of 

travel.  Through the draft TSEC, the County Council seeks to deliver a modal shift from car use to sustainable 

transport to not only meet sustainability objectives, but also to use current infrastructure efficiently and 

overcome inherent constraints in the highway network, particularly at the A10.  Transport is therefore a key 

issue in accommodating growth sustainably within East Cambridgeshire.   

 

5.14. Through distributing development across all Settlement Hierarchy tiers, AGO1 is likely to result in highly car 

dependent patterns of development as people living in settlements in lower orders (such as small and 

medium villages) to travel to higher tier settlements to meet their day-to-day needs. 

 

5.15. Significant investment in transport infrastructure would likely be required.  Such a broad distribution of 

growth could also make public transport services costly to maintain.  Providing development in rural 

settlements could help to sustain some rural bus services and transport schemes.   

 

5.16. Consequently, AGO1 is scored as having adverse impacts (both ‘potentially significant’ and ‘strong and 

significant’) for a range of sustainability objectives, including SO1.2 Energy use, SO4.1 Pollutants, SO5.1 

Health, SO6.1 Accessibility, SO7.1 Access to work, as a result of its likely car dependent form of 

development. 

 

5.17. AGO2 recognises that Main Settlements (and other locations such as Cambridge and Newmarket) are the 

main destinations and provides growth at large and medium villages along transport corridors.  Less than 

pro-rata growth would be provided in Main Settlements.  The AGO seeks to spread the benefits of growth 

to Large and Medium Villages and would aim to create a network of well-connected settlements across the 

district. 

 

5.18. By focussing development in Large and Medium Villages, it is likely that some day-to-day needs (such as 

access to a primary school or local shop) could be met within the village.  For many other journeys (such as 

employment, groceries, leisure, etc.), it is likely that people will need to travel to Main Settlements.  

However, enabling Large and Medium Villages to grow is also likely to increase the offer of local services 

and facilities in these settlements. 

 

5.19. To promote sustainable travel, AGO2 would require significant investment in transport infrastructure to 

connect large and medium villages to major destinations, principally along main transport corridors.  

Without this infrastructure investment, the AGO would likely be relatively car dependent. 

 

5.20. AGO2 reduces the need to travel to access some local services.  However it is acknowledged that to meet 

many day-to-day needs, people will need to travel from the settlement in which they are resident, 

particularly for accessing work.  Where supported by infrastructure investment along main transport 

corridors, AGO2 provides minor beneficial impacts for SO1.2, SO4.1, SO5.1, SO6.1 and SO7.1. 

 

5.21. AGO3 and AGO4 each received a number of positive scores through their potential to reduce the need to 

travel and promoting sustainable transport, with AGO4 providing the greatest positive impacts. 

 

5.22. AGO3 focuses growth at a rate greater than pro rata in Main Settlements.  Less than pro rata growth would 

be provided in Large and Medium Villages.  No growth is proposed for Small Villages.  Locating most growth 

in the settlements with the greatest provision of employment, retail, services and infrastructure will reduce 

the need to travel.  Served by existing walking and cycling routes, Main Settlements enable day-to-day 

needs to generally be met without the need for a car.   
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5.23. Similarly, AGO4 provides most growth in Ely and in close proximity to Ely (by locating growth at one or more 

villages within a three-mile radius).  Ely is the district’s main centre.  Concentrating development in 

proximity of Ely will therefore reduce the need to travel and maximise opportunities to use public transport.     

 

5.24. The Main Settlements are well-served by public transport, thereby offering alternative options to car use 

for longer distance travel.  Ely and Littleport are served by rail stations.  Soham is scheduled to receive a rail 

station in the plan period.  Bus services provide connections to many local and regional destinations.   

 

5.25. Both AGO3 and AGO4 will require additional investment in transport infrastructure to meet the needs of 

growth.  Where AGO4 involves major growth in one or more villages close to Ely, additional investment will 

likely be required to improve connectivity between the village and Ely.   

 

5.26. As Ely offers the most employment opportunities, services and facilities, and greatest provision of public 

transport, AGO4 was considered to have the greatest potential to provide accessibility, reduce the need to 

travel and promote sustainable transport.  AGO4 therefore received the most positive scores (both 

‘potentially significant’ and ‘strong and significant’, in respect of SOs affected by car use and accessibility 

namely SO1.2, SO4.1, SO5.1, SO6.1 and SO7.1.).  AGO3 also received a number of positive scores (‘minor 

beneficial’ and ‘potentially significant’) but did not score as highly as AGO4, as Littleport and Soham do not 

offer the same degree of opportunity to reduce travel and promote sustainable transport as Ely.   

 

Flood risk 
5.27. Providing growth across all settlement tiers provides a wide choice of sites, thereby enabling those at least 

risk of flooding to be selected and sites at greatest flood risk to be rejected.   

 

5.28. However AGO4 focuses development in or close to Ely, which is located on the edge of a fen isle.   Large 

areas of low-lying fen land at risk from flooding surround Ely.  However, the AGO enables development to 

take place in one or more villages within a three mile radius.  Where there is insufficient land available 

within Ely, additional growth will be required in nearby villages.  There is therefore some uncertainty 

regarding the extent to which AGO4 can be delivered at sites not at risk from flooding. 

 

Landscape and townscape 
5.29. The review of existing evidence (provided in Section 3: Spatial Issues and Principles) identifies the impact of 

development on Ely’s landscape and townscape, including views of the Cathedral, as a key issue.   

 

5.30. AGO2 provides less than pro rata growth at Main Settlements. This would enable Ely’s historic character to 

be maintained by requiring Large Villages and Medium Villages to accommodate the most growth. 

 

5.31. In the event that Ely is fundamentally constrained and cannot sustainably accommodate growth, through 

AGO1 and AGO3 additional growth would need to be accommodated at the other Main Settlements of 

Littleport and Soham.  Through AGO4, surrounding villages would be required to accommodate this 

additional growth. 

 

5.32. Due to its sensitive historic environment and landscape setting, the amount of growth Ely can sustainably 

accommodate is somewhat uncertain.  Were this growth to be redistributed to other settlements, this could 

impact on the character of those settlements and potentially could impact on long distance views of Ely 

Cathedral (and may have other sustainability implications). 
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5.33. There is therefore some uncertainty about the extent to which Ely can sustainably accommodate growth 

without resulting in significant harm to its historic character.  AGO2 therefore poses least risk as it provides 

the least growth at Main Settlements. 

 

5.34. Greater clarity on Ely’s capacity to accommodate growth could be explored through updating the Ely 

Environmental Capacity Study evidence base document. 

 

Infrastructure and investment 
5.35. As discussed in Section 3: Spatial issues and principles, additional infrastructure will be required to meet the 

needs of growth over the plan period.  Whilst each AGO will require additional infrastructure, the type and 

scale of provision will differ depending on how development is distributed.  

 

5.36. AGO1 distributes development across all settlement hierarchy tiers.  On the one hand this could spread the 

‘burden’ of new development more widely, meaning it can be more readily accommodated within existing 

infrastructure capacity.  However, where little capacity exists, this broad distribution of development could 

make infrastructure provision more costly and more challenging. 

5.37. To overcome existing highway constraints, the draft TSEC advocates the provision of sustainable transport 

infrastructure.  Such schemes are more effective in serving more compact and focussed forms of 

development, and may not be viable when serving development over a wide geographic area.  

Consequently AGO1 would likely prove challenging to serve through sustainable transport infrastructure, 

and could result in adverse impacts on the highway network. 

 

5.38. Where education facilities do not have sufficient available capacity, expansion should be provided as whole 

forms of entry.  This could have implications for the quantum of development it is possible to deliver in any 

given location - it may be more desirable to provide a higher level of growth to enable expansion or provide 

a new school facility, rather than place unreasonable strain on an existing facility.  Whilst this may have 

little effect on which AGO should be selected, it may affect how development is distributed across 

settlements within tiers. 

 

5.39. Development can bring investment to existing communities.  Growth could help sustain existing local 

services (such as a local shop, pub or primary school) by increasing footfall.  New infrastructure provided to 

meet the needs of growth may also benefit the existing community (such as a new community hall or play 

facility). The provision of new education facilities may provide greater choice for parents and children.  A 

greater working age population could attract employers to the area provide more jobs.  AGO1 may 

therefore provide direct benefits to existing communities who have received little growth in the past. 

 

5.40. AGO3 focuses development at Main Settlements.  As Main Settlements serve a wider rural hinterland, 

additional infrastructure and investment associated with growth may therefore benefit a wider area,  

 

5.41. AGO2 provides greater than pro rata growth at Large Villages and Medium Villages.  This would require 

significant investment in infrastructure to meet the needs of growth.  Whilst detailed investigation has not 

been undertaken, it is believed to be technically feasible as settlements along main corridors would be 

prioritised.  This investment in infrastructure would likely improve facilities available to those communities.  

However, the cost of infrastructure required to implement AGO2 would likely be high. 

 

5.42. AGO4 concentrates development in and in close proximity to Ely.  It is likely that AGO4 would require 

significant investment in infrastructure in the Ely area, and would be expected to be funded predominantly 
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by new development.  Where one or more villages receives major growth, major investment in 

infrastructure would be required within those villages and to improve connectivity to Ely. 

 

5.43. By concentrating development in the Ely area, it could limit investment in other locations in the district.  

However, as the district’s main centre, investment in the Ely area may have wider benefits for residents 

across the district. 

 

Undeveloped land 
5.44. Predominantly rural in nature, East Cambridgeshire district has limited availability of previously developed 

land.  Therefore to meet the need for new homes, development of Greenfield sites will be required.   

 

5.45. AGO1 and AGO2 distribute development broadly across all settlement tiers.  AGO3 and AGO4 take a more 

focussed approach, concentrating development in Main Settlements and at (or close to) Ely, respectively.  

AGO3 and AGO4 would therefore involve the development of substantial areas of Greenfield land at Main 

Settlements. 

 

Local economy 
5.46. Ely is the district’s main centres for retail, employment and business.  The Main Settlements of Littleport 

and Soham also provide important economic centres.  In addition, levels of out-commuting are high. 

Therefore access to the transport network is an important consideration.  By locating development at Main 

Settlements, AGO3 and AGO4 would likely provide growth in areas which are accessible to employment. 

 

5.47. The rural economy is particularly important.  Existing business parks are located at settlements across the 

district, and enterprises relating to agriculture/horticulture and the horse racing industry are situated in the 

countryside.   

 

5.48. AGO1 could support rural economies by providing the greatest amount of development in rural areas.  

However, the impacts on infrastructure (such as congestion) could have economic consequences by 

increasing journey times.   

 

5.49. AGO2 would likely increase the role of Large and Medium Villages as providers of employment and services, 

which could reduce the dominance of Main Settlements.  This could affect the local economy and shopping 

hierarchy.  

 

Availability of Land 
5.50. As part of the consultation on the Preliminary Draft Local Plan, the Council undertook a Call for Sites 

exercise.  This provided the Council with information on land which is available for development.   Site 

submissions were subsequently assessed to determine their suitability.  However, the site assessment 

findings have not yet been published for consultation and this Growth Study does not wish to pre-empt the 

outcomes of this.  Consequently, this study does not seek to determine whether any AGO is deliverable or 

not based on the supply of suitable or deliverable sites.  However, it is noted that during the Call for Sites 

exercise: 

 

 More land was submitted than is required to meet the minimum housing requirement; 

 Site submissions were received for most settlements across the district; and  
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 Sites varied in size from small (10 or fewer units) to major scale (500+ units).  No proposal 

suggested creating a new settlement. 

 

5.51. Due to the broad spread of sites geographically and across Settlement Hierarchy tiers it is likely that, in 

principle, sufficient land is available to deliver AGOs 1 -3 (not taking into account the suitability of individual 

sites). 

 

5.52. AGO4 is dependent on a large supply of land being available at Ely and at one or more villages in close 

proximity.  Whilst some large sites were promoted at Ely, at Witchford, and to a lesser extent at Little 

Downham village, the options are somewhat limited.  The extent to which sufficient suitable sites are 

available to implement the AGO is therefore somewhat uncertain. 

 

Development Viability 
5.53. The draft Viability Report and the Council’s CIL rate identifies some local variations in viability - notably that 

development viability is lower in Littleport and Soham than other parts of the district. 

 

5.54. AGO1 and AGO2 distributes new development broadly thereby providing developers and prospective 

buyers and tenants with choice over a wide geographic area.  Providing a significant portion of development 

in Large, Medium and Small Villages, means development would be located in areas shown to be most 

viable.   

 

5.55. Infrastructure provision is also an important factor in terms of whether growth is deliverable or not.  Where 

existing infrastructure capacity is available, development sites may progress more readily than for those 

sites where infrastructure investment is required.   

 

5.56. Investment in infrastructure will be required to meet the needs of growth for all AGOs; where the cost of 

infrastructure delivery outweighs funding available, an AGO may be undeliverable.  Whilst AGOs 1&2 

provide a greater proportion of development in areas currently considered viable, it is not necessarily the 

case they are more deliverable over the plan period.  For example, a car dependent pattern of development 

would require significant investment in highway infrastructure. 

 

5.57. AGO3 focuses development in the Main Settlements, of which Littleport and Soham are the least viable 

areas in the district.   Littleport and Soham also attract the lowest CIL rate, which may have implications for 

infrastructure delivery.  However, AGO3 provides choice and flexibility to deliver new homes across each of 

the Main Settlements which are shown to be sustainable locations for growth. 

 

5.58. AGO4 concentrates development in a highly localised area, in and around Ely.  This could impact on the 

local market as developers may only build at the rate at which dwellings can be sold.  This could increase 

the time period needed to achieve the housing requirement.   

 

5.59. It should be noted that the housing market is complex and can be affected by many factors, such as the 

national economy (availability of finance, interest rates, etc.) and legislation and government policy (such as 

the emerging Starter Homes initiative). 
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6. Conclusions and recommendations 
6.1. AGO3 and AGO4 received an equal number of positive scores in respect of the Sustainability Objectives.  

However AGO4 received the greatest number of ‘strong and significant beneficial impact’ scores (+++).   

 

6.2. AGO4 performs particularly favourably as it provides the greatest opportunity to reduce the need to travel 

and promote sustainable transport modes.  Focussing development in and in close proximity to Ely would 

ensure new development has good access to employment, services and infrastructure, including public 

transport.  

 

6.3. However, there is a considerable degree of uncertainty regarding the impacts of AGO4, principally relating 

to environmental constraints.  This uncertainty includes impacts on Ely’s historic character and views of Ely 

Cathedral, and the extent to which development can be accommodated in areas of least flood risk. 

 

6.4. Under AGO4, it is likely that one or more villages within a three mile radius would also receive major scale 

growth, thereby potentially changing the character and function of those settlements considerably.  Further 

investigation would be required through update of the Ely Environmental Capacity Study, and working 

jointly with technical stakeholders to identify infrastructure need and mitigation requirements.  This 

uncertainty may be perceived as a risk to delivery. 

 

6.5. AGO4 would require sufficient land in the Ely area.  It is uncertain whether sufficient suitable sites are 

available.  Concentrating development in the Ely area may also impact on the local market for housing, 

potentially harming delivery rates. 

 

6.6. AGO4 is likely to be perceived as a radical approach.  At the consultation on the Preliminary Draft Local Plan, 

the corresponding initial option was not the preferred choice.     

 

6.7. By focussing development at Main Settlements AGO3 performs positively against the Sustainability 

Objectives, whilst offering greater flexibility than AGO4.  For example, where Ely is environmentally 

constrained, a greater proportion of growth could be provided at the Main Settlements of Littleport and 

Soham.    

 

6.8. By providing sites a wider geographic area, AGO3 is likely to be more deliverable with numerous 

developments able to progress simultaneously.  However, development at the Main Settlements Littleport 

and Soham is typically less viable than elsewhere in the district.  

 

6.9. A large pool of sites were submitted at each of the Main Settlements during the Call for Sites exercise.  

Therefore it is likely that sufficient land will be available to enable the implementation of AGO3. 

 

6.10. The approach could be viewed as an extension of the Local Plan 2015’s growth strategy.  Consequently 

infrastructure requirements are also likely to be similar to those identified through the Local Plan 2015.  

However additional infrastructure investment is likely to be required to meet the needs of growth fully.   

 

6.11. AGO2 is also scored positively (although received fewer positive scores than AGO4 and AGO3).  AGO2 would 

see Large and Medium Villages grow considerably.  This approach would require substantial investment in 

infrastructure at Large and Medium Villages, and providing connectivity to Main Settlements, which may be 

costly to deliver. 

 

6.12. This ‘multi-centred’ approach would also have some uncertain impacts upon the local economy by 

potentially reducing the dominance of Main Settlements and increasing the status of Large and Medium 

villages. 
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6.13. AGO1 received the greatest number of negative scores and least positive scores.  Principally, the option is 

considered less sustainable as it would likely be highly car dependent and may therefore fail to facilitate a 

modal shift to sustainable transport.  The ability to deliver infrastructure over a broad area are also 

uncertain.  AGO1 was favoured during consultation on the Preliminary Draft Local Plan.  The idea of being 

‘proportionate’ i.e. fairness / equity in distributing development appears to be an important concept to 

those who responded to the consultation. 

 

6.14. The optimal strategy for growth i.e. the strategy which is both sustainable and deliverable is likely to be 

AGO3: Main Settlement Led Growth.  In distributing development, the emerging Local Plan should therefore 

reflect the principles of AGO3 by allocating most growth at Main Settlements, with a lesser proportion of 

growth should be provided at Large Villages and Medium Villages.   

 

6.15. However, a crucial consideration to take into account in determining the final distribution of growth is the 

ability of the AGO to deliver growth quickly, and especially to ensure the Local Plan can meet (and 

subsequently maintain) a five-year land supply, as is required by national policy. To do this, in a simplistic 

way, would be through the allocation of smaller sites across more of the district, which would point towards 

AGO1. 

 

6.16. The overall conclusion, therefore, is that, on sustainability grounds alone, option AGO3 Main Settlement Led 

Growth should be pursued in the emerging Local Plan. However, in order to meet national policy of 

boosting housing supply in the short term and meeting five-year land supply requirements, as well as to 

meet the expressed public view that distribution should be fair and equal, the pure application of AGO3 

should be avoided, but instead be blended slightly with AGO1: Proportionate Growth, creating a distribution 

which is broadly main settlement led (and, hence, the most sustainable), but also has sympathy towards a 

broadly proportionate distribution of growth.  
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Appendix 1 – Sustainability Appraisal of Growth Options 
 

Key to Sustainability Appraisal Scoring 

Symbol Likely effect upon the SA objective 

+++ Strong and significant beneficial impact 

++ Potentially significant beneficial impact 

+ Policy or proposal supports this objective although it may only have a minor beneficial impact 

~ Policy or proposal has no impact or effect is neutral insofar as the benefits and drawbacks appear equal and neither is considered significant 

? Uncertain or insufficient information on which to determine the assessment at this stage 
- Policy or proposal appears to conflict with the objective and may result in adverse impacts 
-- Potentially significant adverse impact 
--- Strong and significant adverse impact 

 

 

Alternative Growth Options 

SA Objective Alternative Growth Option 1: 
Proportionate Growth 

Alternative Growth Option 2: 
Corridor Growth (Growth in 
Large and Medium Villages) 

Alternative Growth Option 3: 
Main Settlement Led Growth 

Alternative Growth Option 4: 
Prioritise Growth In and Close 
to Ely 

1.1 Undeveloped land + + ~ - 

As the district is predominantly rural 
and agricultural in nature, allocating 
sufficient sites to meet the minimum 
housing requirement will inevitably 
involve the development of greenfield 
land.   However, by distributing 
development across the district, the 
AGO will provide greater opportunity to 
utilise previously developed land. 

 
Other draft policies promote efficient 
use of land and protect the best and 
most versatile agricultural land. 

As the district is predominantly rural 
and agricultural in nature, allocating 
sufficient sites to meet the minimum 
housing requirement will inevitably 
involve the development of greenfield 
land.   However, by distributing 
development across the district (but 
principally focused in large and 
medium villages, with less than pro 
rata growth at Main Settlements and 
Small Villages), the AGO will provide 
opportunity to utilise previously 
developed land. 
Other draft policies promote efficient 
use of land and protect the best and 
most versatile agricultural land. 

Concentrating development in Main 
Settlements would likely result in the 
need to develop numerous greenfield 
sites in these locations.  The AGO 
distributes a proportion of 
development to Large Villages and 
Medium Villages, thereby enabling the 
development of previously developed 
land in these settlements. 

 
Restricting development in Small 
Villages may fail to utilise previously 
developed land in these locations. 
 However the supply of PDL is likely to 
be very limited in these settlements. 

Concentrating development in, or in 
villages close to, Ely would likely result 
in the need to develop numerous 
greenfield sites in this area.  The AGO 
also distributes a proportion of 
development to Large Villages and 
Medium Villages, thereby enabling the 
development of previously developed 
land in these settlements. 

 
Other draft policies promote efficient 
use of land and protect the best and 
most versatile agricultural land. 
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1.2 Energy use - - + ++ +++ 

Motorised transport is a major 
consumer of energy, principally from 
fossil fuels.  Distributing development 
across all settlements would likely 
result in a pattern of development, 
which is highly car dependent. 
 However, many rural settlements are 
served by buses, walking and cycle 
routes, and some rail services. 

Settlements in the highest tiers of the 
Settlement Hierarchy generally have 
the best access to infrastructure and 
services.  They are generally best 
served by public transport and offer 
established walking and cycle routes. 
 Concentrating development in these 
tiers thereby reduces the need to 
travel, in turn reducing fossil fuel 
consumption.  However, settlements in 
lower tiers may look to higher tier 
settlements for services, and a small 
proportion of development is identified 
in Small Villages which would likely be 
car dependent. 

The Main Settlements of Ely, Littleport 
and Soham are well-served by public 
transport, with bus services providing 
connections to many destinations. 
 Both Ely and Littleport are served by 
rail stations.  Soham is scheduled to 
receive a rail station in the plan period. 
 In addition, the Main Settlements 
provide employment, education, local 
services (such as retail) and 
community facilities.  Generally in the 
Main Settlements, day-to-day needs 
can be met without the need for a car, 
thereby reducing the need to travel.  

Ely is the district’s main centre, offering 
employment, education, retail, 
community facilities, etc.  It is relatively 
compact, meaning it is walk-able/cycle-
able in scale.  Longer distance routes 
provide pedestrian and cycle access to 
some surrounding villages.  Ely is well 
served by busses.  Ely Rail Station 
provides good connectivity to many 
major destinations (e.g. Cambridge, 
Peterborough, London, Norwich, King’s 
Lynn, etc.). There are ample 
opportunities to meet one’s day-to-day 
needs in Ely without the need of a 
private motor vehicle.  Therefore 
concentrating development in and 
around Ely provides the greatest 
opportunity to reduce the need to 
travel using private motorised vehicles, 
in turn reducing fossil fuel 
consumption. 

1.3 Water 
consumption 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

No individual AGO is likely to affect 
rates of water consumption more so 
than any other.  Therefore the effects 
are considered ‘neutral’.  However, 
spatial distribution may have impacts 
upon the provision of water 
infrastructure.  This will be addressed 
through preparation of the Water Cycle 
Study and through engagement with 
technical stakeholders.  

No individual AGO is likely to affect 
rates of water consumption more so 
than any other.  Therefore the effects 
are considered ‘neutral’.  However, 
spatial distribution may have impacts 
upon the provision of water 
infrastructure.  This will be addressed 
through the Water Cycle Study and 
through engagement with technical 
stakeholders 

No individual AGO is likely to affect 
rates of water consumption more so 
than any other.  Therefore the effects 
are considered ‘neutral’.  However, 
spatial distribution may have impacts 
upon the provision of water 
infrastructure.  This will be addressed 
through the Water Cycle Study and 
through engagement with technical 
stakeholders 

No individual AGO is likely to affect 
rates of water consumption more so 
than any other.  Therefore the effects 
are considered ‘neutral’.  However, 
spatial distribution may have impacts 
upon the provision of water 
infrastructure.  This will be addressed 
through the Water Cycle Study and 
through engagement with technical 
stakeholders 

2.1 Nature sites and ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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species There are a number of designated sites 
for nature conservation across the 
district.  Each AGO is a high level, 
strategic growth option.  Effects upon 
designated sites will be determined 
through site-specific assessment – 
sites resulting in adverse harm will be 
avoided.  Therefore no AGO is 
expected to have a lesser or greater 
impact than any other, and the effects 
are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

There are a number of designated 
sites for nature conservation across 
the district.  Each AGO is a high level, 
strategic growth option.  Effects upon 
designated sites will be determined 
through site-specific assessment – 
sites resulting in adverse harm will be 
avoided.  Therefore no AGO is 
expected to have a lesser or greater 
impact than any other, and the effects 
are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

There are a number of designated 
sites for nature conservation across 
the district.  Each AGO is a high level, 
strategic growth option.  Effects upon 
designated sites will be determined 
through site-specific assessment – 
sites resulting in adverse harm will be 
avoided.  Therefore no AGO is 
expected to have a lesser or greater 
impact than any other, and the effects 
are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

There are a number of designated 
sites for nature conservation across 
the district.  Each AGO is a high level, 
strategic growth option.  Effects upon 
designated sites will be determined 
through site-specific assessment – 
sites resulting in adverse harm will be 
avoided.  Therefore no AGO is 
expected to have a lesser or greater 
impact than any other, and the effects 
are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

2.2 Biodiversity ~ ~ ~ ~ 

There are a diverse range of habitats 
and species across the district.  Each 
AGO is a high level, strategic growth 
option.  Effects upon habitats and 
species will be determined through site-
specific assessment – sites resulting in 
adverse harm will be avoided. 
 Therefore no AGO is expected to have 
a lesser or greater impact than any 
other, and the effects are determined to 
be ‘neutral’. 

There are a diverse range of habitats 
and species across the district.  Each 
AGO is a high level, strategic growth 
option.  Effects upon habitats and 
species will be determined through 
site-specific assessment – sites 
resulting in adverse harm will be 
avoided.  Therefore no AGO is 
expected to have a lesser or greater 
impact than any other, and the effects 
are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

There are a diverse range of habitats 
and species across the district.  Each 
AGO is a high level, strategic growth 
option.  Effects upon habitats and 
species will be determined through 
site-specific assessment – sites 
resulting in adverse harm will be 
avoided.  Therefore no AGO is 
expected to have a lesser or greater 
impact than any other, and the effects 
are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

There are a diverse range of habitats 
and species across the district.  Each 
AGO is a high level, strategic growth 
option.  Effects upon habitats and 
species will be determined through 
site-specific assessment – sites 
resulting in adverse harm will be 
avoided.  Therefore no AGO is 
expected to have a lesser or greater 
impact than any other, and the effects 
are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

2.3 Access to wildlife ~ ~ ~ ~ 

The district is predominantly rural in 
nature.  Access to the countryside is 
provided through a network of Public 
Rights of Way (PROW), bridleways and 
rural lanes.  There are many publicly 
accessible sites which offer access to 
wildlife, such as County Wildlife Sites, 
Local Nature Reserves and Common 
Land.  Each AGO is a high level, 
strategic growth option.  Access to 
PROW will be determined through site-
specific assessment – sites with good 
access to the PROW network are 
scored more favourably than those 
which do not.  Therefore no AGO is 
expected to have a lesser or greater 
impact than any other, and the effects 
are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

The district is predominantly rural in 
nature.  Access to the countryside is 
provided through a network of Public 
Rights of Way (PROW), bridleways 
and rural lanes.  There are many 
publicly accessible sites which offer 
access to wildlife, such as County 
Wildlife Sites, Local Nature Reserves 
and Common Land.  Each AGO is a 
high level, strategic growth option. 
 Access to PROW will be determined 
through site-specific assessment – 
sites with good access to the PROW 
network are scored more favourably 
than those which do not.  Therefore no 
AGO is expected to have a lesser or 
greater impact than any other, and the 
effects are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

The district is predominantly rural in 
nature.  Access to the countryside is 
provided through a network of Public 
Rights of Way (PROW), bridleways 
and rural lanes.  There are many 
publicly accessible sites which offer 
access to wildlife, such as County 
Wildlife Sites, Local Nature Reserves 
and Common Land.  Each AGO is a 
high level, strategic growth option. 
 Access to PROW will be determined 
through site-specific assessment – 
sites with good access to the PROW 
network are scored more favourably 
than those which do not.  Therefore no 
AGO is expected to have a lesser or 
greater impact than any other, and the 
effects are determined to be ‘neutral’. 

The district is predominantly rural in 
nature.  Access to the countryside is 
provided through a network of Public 
Rights of Way (PROW), bridleways 
and rural lanes.  There are many 
publicly accessible sites which offer 
access to wildlife, such as County 
Wildlife Sites, Local Nature Reserves 
and Common Land.  Each AGO is a 
high level, strategic growth option. 
 Access to PROW will be determined 
through site-specific assessment – 
sites with good access to the PROW 
network are scored more favourably 
than those which do not.  Therefore no 
AGO is expected to have a lesser or 
greater impact than any other, and the 
effects are determined to be ‘neutral’. 
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3.1 Historical assets ~ ~ ~ ? 

Across the district, there are many sites 
and features of historic, archaeological 
and cultural significance.  Each AGO is 
a high level, strategic growth option. 
 Effects upon the historic environment 
will be determined through site-specific 
assessment, which will seek to avoid 
harm.   
 
Ely Cathedral is of particular 
significance due to its historic 
importance and dominance upon the 
landscape.  The Ely area is particularly 
sensitive.  The AGO distributes 
development widely, thereby providing 
greater choice in development location.  
Impact on the historic environment is 
therefore considered neutral. 

Across the district, there are many 
sites and features of historic, 
archaeological and cultural 
significance.  Each AGO is a high 
level, strategic growth option.  Effects 
upon the historic environment will be 
determined through site-specific 
assessment, which will seek to avoid 
harm.    
 
Ely Cathedral is of particular 
significance due to its historic 
importance and dominance upon the 
landscape.  The Ely area is particularly 
sensitive.   
 
The AGO provides less than pro rata 
growth at Main Settlements (inc. Ely), 
steering development to Large and 
Medium Villages.  Therefore the 
impacts are considered neutral.   

Across the district, there are many 
sites and features of historic, 
archaeological and cultural 
significance.  Each AGO is a high 
level, strategic growth option.  Effects 
upon the historic environment will be 
determined through site-specific 
assessment, which will seek to avoid 
harm.    
Ely Cathedral is of particular 
significance due to its historic 
importance and dominance upon the 
landscape.  The Ely area is particularly 
sensitive.   
 
The AGO provides flexibility by 
focussing development across the 
Main Settlements, thereby enabling 
impacts to be mitigated.   

Ely Cathedral is of particular 
significance due to its historic 
importance and dominance upon the 
landscape.  The Ely area is therefore 
particularly sensitive.  
 
Concentrating development in and 
around Ely poses the greatest risk to 
the conservation of Ely’s historic 
assets.  At this stage impacts are 
difficult to determine – such effects will 
depend on the availability and supply 
of suitable sites, where development 
will not harm views or the landscape 
setting of Ely Cathedral.  Such impacts 
could potentially be reduced by 
locating more development within 
surrounding villages, rather than Ely 
itself.  However, many of these villages 
enjoy distant views of Ely Cathedral, 
which may be affected.  
 
In conclusion, the effects of the AGO 
are uncertain. 

3.2 Landscape / 
townscape character 

~ ~ ~ ? 

The district has a diverse range of 
distinct landscape and townscape 
areas.  Distributing development widely 
across many settlements increases the 
likelihood that new development can be 
accommodated without resulting in 
adverse impacts upon landscapes and 
townscapes. Consequently, the effects 
are determined to be neutral.    

The district has a diverse range of 
distinct landscape and townscape 
areas.  Distributing development widely 
across many settlements increases the 
likelihood that new development can 
be accommodated without resulting in 
adverse impacts upon landscapes and 
townscapes. Consequently, the effects 
are determined to be neutral.   

The district has a diverse range of 
distinct landscape and townscape 
areas.  It is noted that Ely has a 
particularly sensitive historic 
environment.  Whilst the AGO focuses 
development in the Main Settlements 
(inc. Ely), the AGO4 offers flexibility, 
thereby mitigating impacts by allowing 
the housing requirement to be met in 
the other Main Settlements.  
Consequently, the effects are 
determined to be neutral. 

The district has a diverse range of 
distinct landscape and townscape 
areas.  As a historic Cathedral city, Ely 
has a sensitive character and 
landscape setting.  In addition, distant 
views of Ely Cathedral are enjoyed 
from the surrounding landscape and 
neighbouring settlements.  The full 
extent to which Ely can accommodate 
growth is somewhat uncertain. 
 Redistributing growth to neighbouring 
villages could also impact on the 
character of those settlements and 
potentially distant views of the 
Cathedral.  Consequently, the effects 
are scored as ‘uncertain’.  
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3.3 Design and layout ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Dwelling design is influenced by other 
draft policies.  No individual AGO is 
expected to have greater influence over 
design and layout than any other, and 
is therefore scored neutral. 

Dwelling design is influenced by other 
draft policies.  No individual AGO is 
expected to have greater influence 
over design and layout than any other, 
and is therefore scored neutral. 

Dwelling design is influenced by other 
draft policies.  No individual AGO is 
expected to have greater influence 
over design and layout than any other, 
and is therefore scored neutral. 

Dwelling design is influenced by other 
draft policies.  No individual AGO is 
expected to have greater influence 
over design and layout than any other, 
and is therefore scored neutral. 

4.1 Pollutants - - + ++ +++ 

Motorised transport is a major producer 
of greenhouse gas emissions. 
 Distributing development across all 
settlements would likely result in a 
pattern of development which is 
principally car dependent, as more 
people will need to travel by car to 
access employment and services.   
 
Whilst, many rural settlements are 
served by buses (and some rail 
services), a wide distribution of 
development may prove uneconomical 
to serve by public transport. 

Settlements in the highest tiers of the 
Settlement Hierarchy generally have 
the best access to infrastructure and 
services.  They are generally best 
served by public transport and offer 
established walking and cycle routes.  
Concentrating development in these 
tiers provides an opportunity to reduce 
the need to travel – and consequently 
reduce vehicle emissions.  However, to 
achieve this would likely require 
significant investment in sustainable 
transport infrastructure.    
 
The AGO provides less than pro rata 
growth at Main Settlements, and 
therefore may fail to utilise the 
opportunity to provide development in 
the settlements which offer the 
greatest access to employment and 
services i.e. settlements with greatest 
opportunity to reduce the need to 
travel, thereby reducing pollution from 
vehicle emissions. 

The Main Settlements of Ely, Littleport 
and Soham are well-served by public 
transport, with bus services providing 
connections to many destinations. 
 Both Ely and Littleport are served by 
rail stations.  Soham is scheduled to 
receive a rail station in the plan period. 
 In addition, the Main Settlements 
provide employment, education, local 
services (such as retail) and 
community facilities.  Generally in the 
Main Settlements, day-to-day needs 
can be met without the need for a car, 
thereby reducing vehicle emissions.  

Ely is the district’s main centre, offering 
employment, education, retail, 
community facilities, etc.  It is relatively 
compact, meaning it is walk-able/cycle-
able in scale.  Longer distance routes 
provide pedestrian and cycle access to 
some surrounding villages.  Ely is well 
served by busses.  Ely Rail Station 
provides good connectivity to many 
major destinations (e.g. Cambridge, 
Peterborough, London, Norwich, King’s 
Lynn, etc.). There are ample 
opportunities to meet one’s day-to-day 
needs in Ely without the need of a 
private motor vehicle.  Therefore 
concentrating development in and 
around Ely provides the greatest 
opportunity to reduce vehicle 
emissions. 

4.2 Waste production ~ ~ ~ ~ 

No individual AGO is likely to affect 
rates of rates of waste production more 
so than any other.  Therefore the 
effects are considered ‘neutral’. 
 However, spatial distribution may have 
impacts upon the provision of waste 
collection infrastructure.  This will be 
addressed through engagement with 
technical stakeholders.  

No individual AGO is likely to affect 
rates of rates of waste production more 
so than any other.  Therefore the 
effects are considered ‘neutral’. 
 However, spatial distribution may have 
impacts upon the provision of waste 
collection infrastructure.  This will be 
addressed through engagement with 
technical stakeholders.  

No individual AGO is likely to affect 
rates of rates of waste production 
more so than any other.  Therefore the 
effects are considered ‘neutral’. 
 However, spatial distribution may 
have impacts upon the provision of 
waste collection infrastructure.  This 
will be addressed through engagement 
with technical stakeholders.  

No individual AGO is likely to affect 
rates of rates of waste production more 
so than any other.  Therefore the 
effects are considered ‘neutral’. 
 However, spatial distribution may have 
impacts upon the provision of waste 
collection infrastructure.  This will be 
addressed through engagement with 
technical stakeholders.  
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4.3 Climate change + + + ? 

The district is predominantly flat and 
low-lying.  Consequently, there are 
many areas at risk from flooding. 
 Distributing development of across the 
Settlement Hierarchy tiers will provide 
wide choice and flexibility in selecting 
sites.  A sequential approach will be 
applied, favouring those sites at least 
risk from flooding over those at greater 
risk. 

The district is predominantly flat and 
low-lying.  Consequently, there are 
many areas at risk from flooding. 
 Distributing development of across the 
Settlement Hierarchy tiers will provide 
wide choice and flexibility in selecting 
sites.  A sequential approach will be 
applied, favouring those sites at least 
risk from flooding over those at greater 
risk. 

The district is predominantly flat and 
low-lying.  Consequently, there are 
many areas at risk from flooding. 
 Distributing development of across 
the Settlement Hierarchy tiers will 
provide wide choice and flexibility in 
selecting sites.  A sequential approach 
will be applied, favouring those sites at 
least risk from flooding over those at 
greater risk. 

Areas of low-lying land around Ely are 
at risk from flooding.  However, the 
AGO enables development to take 
place in one or more villages in 
proximity of Ely, thereby potentially 
avoiding areas at risk from flooding. 
 
Implementation of the AGO is 
dependent on  

5.1 Health - - + ++ +++ 

All new developments (above a specific 
threshold) will make provision for open 
space and recreation facilities in 
accordance with policies in the 
emerging plan, thereby ensuring each 
development’s sport and recreation 
needs are met.  

 
Distributing growth widely across many 
settlements is likely to result in a highly 
car dependent pattern of development. 
 This does not encourage day-to-day 
walking and cycling and therefore does 
not promote healthy lifestyles. 

All new developments (above a 
specific threshold) will make provision 
for open space and recreation facilities 
in accordance with policies in the 
emerging plan, thereby ensuring each 
development’s sport and recreation 
needs are met.  
Settlements in the highest tiers of the 
Settlement Hierarchy generally have 
the best access to infrastructure and 
services.  
 
Concentrating development in these 
tiers thereby reduces the need to travel 
by car.  However, settlements in lower 
tiers may look to higher tier settlements 
for services, and a small proportion of 
development is identified in Small 
Villages which would likely be fairly car 
dependent. Therefore, to some extent, 
the AGO does encourage walking and 
cycling to meet day-to-day needs. 

All new developments (above a 
specific threshold) will make provision 
for open and recreation facilities in 
accordance with policies in the 
emerging plan, thereby ensuring each 
development’s sport and recreation 
needs are met.  

 
Main settlements offer infrastructure 
and services to meet day-to-day 
needs.   Focussing new development 
in Main Settlements provides 
promotes walking and cycling to meet 
people’s day-to-day needs. The AGO 
therefore has a beneficial impact in 
promoting healthy lifestyles.  

All new developments (above a 
specific threshold) will make provision 
for open space and recreation facilities 
in accordance with policies in the 
emerging plan, thereby ensuring each 
development’s sport and recreation 
needs are met.  

 
Concentrating new development in and 
close to Ely provides the greatest 
opportunity to encourage walking and 
cycling to meet people’s day-to-day 
needs. The AGO has a strong 
beneficial impact in promoting healthy 
lifestyles.  

5.2 Crime ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Distribution of development through the 
AGO is not expected to affect crime 
rates or the fear of crime.  Therefore 
the effects are considered ‘neutral’.  

Distribution of development through 
the AGO is not expected to affect 
crime rates or the fear of crime. 
 Therefore the effects are considered 
‘neutral’.  

Distribution of development through 
the AGO is not expected to affect 
crime rates or the fear of crime. 
 Therefore the effects are considered 
‘neutral’.  

Distribution of development through 
the AGO is not expected to affect 
crime rates or the fear of crime. 
 Therefore the effects are considered 
‘neutral’.  
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5.3 Open space ~ ~ ~ ~ 

All new developments (above a specific 
threshold) will make provision for open 
space in according with policies in the 
emerging plan, thereby ensuring each 
development’s sport, recreation and 
leisure needs are met.  

All new developments (above a 
specific threshold) will make provision 
for open space in according with 
policies in the emerging plan, thereby 
ensuring each development’s sport, 
recreation and leisure needs are met 

All new developments (above a 
specific threshold) will make provision 
for open space in according with 
policies in the emerging plan, thereby 
ensuring each development’s sport, 
recreation and leisure needs are met 

All new developments (above a 
specific threshold) will make provision 
for open space in according with 
policies in the emerging plan, thereby 
ensuring each development’s sport, 
recreation and leisure needs are met 

6.1 Accessibility - - + ++ +++ 

The AGO distributes development 
across all settlements.  Some 
settlements, particularly Small Villages, 
offer limited services.  

 
This may result in a significant 
proportion of growth being located in 
places with poor accessibility to 
infrastructure and services, which could 
leave those without access to a private 
car isolated.  Increasing car use could 
also increase congestion, thereby 
increasing journey times. 
 
Development in rural locations could 
help to sustain some local services, 
such as shops, pubs, primary schools, 
etc.  However, such a dispersed 
pattern may result in some services, 
such as public transport, being 
uneconomical to sustain. 

Settlements in the highest tiers of the 
Settlement Hierarchy generally have 
the best access to infrastructure and 
services Distributing growth across 
these top tiers thereby ensures new 
development has good access to 
infrastructure and services.  

 
However, Main Settlements offer the 
greatest provision of infrastructure and 
services, and this AGO provides less 
growth in Main Settlements than other 
AGOs.  To counter this, Large Villages 
and Medium Villages would require 
considerable investment in 
infrastructure and services.    

 
Settlements in lower tiers may look to 
higher tier settlements for services, 
and a small proportion of development 
is identified in Small Villages which 
would likely be car dependent. 

The Main Settlements of Ely, Littleport 
and Soham are well-served by 
infrastructure and services. 
 Concentrating development in Main 
Settlements will ensure that the 
majority of development has good 
access to infrastructure and services, 
particularly without the need for a car. 
 In addition, concentrating 
development in these locations may 
help to sustain services, such as 
public transport. 

 
The AGO provides a proportion of 
development in Large Villages and 
Medium Villages, which provide 
accessibility to some infrastructure and 
village services.  
No development is identified for Small 
Villages which offer very limited 
infrastructure and services. 

Ely is the district’s main centre, offering 
a wide range of infrastructure and 
services.  It is relatively compact, and 
is walk-able/cycle-able in scale, with 
good public transport (rail and bus), 
thereby providing ample opportunities 
to meet one’s day-to-day needs in Ely 
without the need of a private motor 
vehicle.  
Therefore concentrating development 
in and around Ely offers best access to 
local services and facilities, and least 
dependency on private motor vehicles. 

6.2 Inequalities ? ? ? ? 
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The AGO distributes development 
across all settlements.  Some 
settlements, particularly Small Villages, 
offer limited services.  This could result 
in social exclusion for those without the 
means to travel to access employment, 
community facilities and services. 

 
However, enabling development to take 
place in small, rural communities, such 
as Small Villages, could help to sustain 
local services and facilities.  

 
The effects of the AGO are therefore 
uncertain. 

Settlements in the highest tiers of the 
Settlement Hierarchy generally have 
the best access to infrastructure and 
services Distributing growth across 
these top tiers, the AGO ensures new 
development has good access to 
employment, community facilities 
infrastructure and services.  
 
However Main Settlements offer the 
greatest provision of infrastructure and 
services, and this AGO provides less 
growth in Main Settlements than other 
AGOs.  

 
Enabling development to take place in 
smaller rural communities could help 
sustain local services and facilities, 
and may facilitate the provision of 
additional infrastructure and services. 
The effects of the AGO are therefore 
uncertain. 

The Main Settlements of Ely, Littleport 
and Soham are well-served by 
infrastructure and services. 
 Concentrating development in Main 
Settlements will ensure that the 
majority of development has good 
access to employment, community 
facilities, infrastructure and services, 
particularly without the need for a car, 
thereby reducing social exclusion and 
poverty. 

 
By providing a proportion of growth in 
Large and Medium Villages may help 
support services and reduce social 
exclusion in these settlements. 

 
However no growth is identified for 
Small Villages, which could increase 
isolation and exclusion for those 
villages. 

Ely is the district’s main centre, offering 
a wide range of employment, 
infrastructure, community facilities and 
services.  Concentrating development 
in and around Ely offers best access to 
local services and facilities for most 
new development, and requires least 
dependency on private motor vehicles, 
thereby reducing poverty and 
exclusion. 

 
By providing a proportion of growth in 
Large and Medium Villages may help 
support services and reduce social 
exclusion in these settlements. 

 
However no growth is identified for 
Small Villages, which could increase 
isolation and exclusion for those 
villages, 

6.3 Housing need +++ +++ +++ ++ 

The AGO distributes development to 
meet in full the district’s housing 
requirement and therefore provides 
significant positive impacts.  By 
distributing development across many 
settlements, the need for new homes at 
a highly local level. 
 
The AGO distributes development 
across all settlement tiers, meaning a 
large proportion of homes being built in 
rural areas which have been shown to 
be especially viable, and also provides 
greater choice for homebuyers.   

The AGO distributes development to 
meet in full the district’s housing 
requirement and therefore provides 
significant positive impacts.  By 
distributing development across many 
settlements, the need for new homes 
at a highly local level. 
 
The AGO distributes development 
across the settlement tiers, meaning a 
large proportion of homes being built in 
rural areas which have been shown to 
be especially viable, and also provides 
greater choice for homebuyers. 

 

The AGO distributes development to 
meet in full the district’s housing 
requirement and therefore provides 
significant positive impacts.  By 
distributing development across many 
settlements, the need for new homes 
at a highly local level. 
 
The AGO concentrates development 
in Main Settlements, of which Soham 
and Littleport are typically less viable 
than other areas in the district.  
However, by providing development 
across many settlement hierarchy 
levels provides choice for 
homebuyers, thereby aiding delivery. 

The AGO distributes development to 
meet in full the district’s housing 
requirement and therefore provides 
positive impacts.  Whilst, most 
development is focussed in and 
around Ely, a lesser proportion will be 
provided in large and medium villages, 
thereby enabling housing need to be 
met across the district.   
 
By focussing the majority of 
development in the Ely area would 
provide a large number of homes in 
this local market.  This could reduce 
delivery rates, as developers would 
build only as quickly as the houses can 
be sold. 

6.4 Community ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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involvement The AGO addresses the distribution of 
development and is not expected to 
affect community engagement or 
empowerment.  The AGO therefore has 
a ‘neutral’ impact on the objective. 

The AGO addresses the distribution of 
development and is not expected to 
affect community engagement or 
empowerment.  The AGO therefore 
has a ‘neutral’ impact on the objective. 

The AGO addresses the distribution of 
development and is not expected to 
affect community engagement or 
empowerment.  The AGO therefore 
has a ‘neutral’ impact on the objective. 

The AGO addresses the distribution of 
development and is not expected to 
affect community engagement or 
empowerment.  The AGO therefore 
has a ‘neutral’ impact on the objective. 

7.1 Access to work - ? + ++ 

Major locations for employment in the 
district tend to be located at Main 
Settlements and Large Villages.  There 
are also high levels of out-commuting 
to locations such as Cambridge, 
Peterborough, London, Newmarket, 
etc. 

 
Increasing the number of people living 
in the rural area could benefit the rural 
economy.   
 
However, on balance, distributing 
development across all settlements 
would likely result in a car dependent 
form of development, with many people 
travelling by car to access employment.  
This could leave those without access 
to a car isolated form employment 
opportunities, and could lead to an 
increase in congestion, harming 
journey times and in turn the local 
economy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Major locations for employment in the 
district tend to be located at Main 
Settlements and Large Villages.  There 
are also high levels of out-commuting 
to locations such as Cambridge, 
Peterborough, London, Newmarket, 
etc. 
Distributing development across the 
top tiers of the Settlement Hierarchy 
would likely result in a car dependent 
form of development, with many 
people travelling by car to access 
employment.  
However, due to the large proportion of 
growth to be delivered in Large 
Villages and Medium Villages could 
support the rural economy.  Therefore 
the effects of the AGO are uncertain. 

Major locations for employment in the 
district tend to be located at Main 
Settlements and Large Villages. 
 There are also high levels of out-
commuting to locations such as 
Cambridge, Peterborough, London, 
Newmarket, etc.  Concentrating 
developments in Main Settlements 
provides best access to existing 
employment locations, and good 
access to public transport for out-
commuting.  
A proportion of growth is identified for 
Large Villages and Medium Villages, 
thereby potentially benefiting the rural 
economy. 

Ely is the district’s main centre, 
providing a number of locations for 
employment within and close to the 
city. In addition, Ely offers public 
transport services to other employment 
centres across the region.  Focussing 
development in and around Ely 
provides good access to employment, 
particularly without the need to travel 
by car. 
A proportion of growth is identified for 
Large Villages and Medium Villages, 
thereby potentially benefiting the rural 
economy. 
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7.2 Investment - - + ++ ++ 

The AGO distributes development 
across all settlements.  Through the 
payment of CIL, growth will contribute 
to the delivery of key infrastructure. 
 However, this broad dispersal of 
development may mean infrastructure 
is used less efficiently and could 
require greater investment in 
infrastructure.  It may place burden on 
existing infrastructure yet lack the 
‘critical mass’ to deliver improvement. 

The AGO places a large proportion of 
development in Large Villages and 
Medium Villages (with less than pro-
rata growth in Main Settlements).  This 
could reduce the dominance of the 
main settlements and increase the 
importance of Large and Medium 
Villages.  To support this ‘multi-
centred’ approach would likely result in 
a need to deliver significant additional 
strategic infrastructure.  

 
Whilst the delivery of such 
infrastructure would likely have positive 
effects in terms of the sustainability 
criteria, it may be extremely costly and 
challenging to deliver.  New 
development will contribute to this 
through payment of CIL. 

Main Settlements offer the greatest 
provision of infrastructure.  
 
Therefore, focussing development in 
Main Settlements is likely to make 
efficient use of existing infrastructure. 
 Investment in additional infrastructure 
will be required to support growth, and 
new development will contribute to this 
through CIL payments.  Main 
Settlements typically serve not only 
there residents, also people who live 
and work across the district. 
 Therefore investment in infrastructure 
at Main Settlements may provide wider 
benefits.    

Ely is the district’s main centre, offering 
a wide range of infrastructure and 
facilities benefitting the district as a 
whole, not just residents of Ely. 

 
Focussing development in Ely may 
make efficient use of existing 
infrastructure, and where additional 
infrastructure is required; provide 
investment which benefits the district 
as a whole. 

 
The AGO suggest providing 
development within Ely, or in one or 
more neighbouring villages.  Such 
villages would likely require significant 
investment in infrastructure, which 
could be costly.  New development 
would contribute to this through CIL 
payments. 

7.3 Local economy + ? + + 

Through ensuring all tiers grow 
proportionately, the AGO would likely 
support the shopping hierarchy, with 
Main Settlements receiving the greatest 
levels of growth. 

Through providing less than pro-rata 
growth in Main Settlements, and a 
greater proportion of growth in Large 
and Medium Villages the AGO could 
reduce the dominance of Main 
Settlements and potentially alter the 
shopping hierarchy. 

Through focussing growth at Main 
Settlements would retain their status at 
the top of the Settlement Hierarchy.  
This would also support the shopping 
hierarchy. 

Through focussing growth in the Ely 
area would retain Ely’s status as the 
district’s main centre.  This would also 
support the shopping hierarchy. 
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Commentary  

Summary of assessment – AGO1 

AGO1 Key points: 

- The AGO distributes growth proportionately across all tiers of the Settlement Hierarchy.  This enables housing need to be met across the district. 

- By distributing growth broadly, it offers potential to utilise Previously Developed Land across the district.  However, PDL resources likely to be limited; 

- The AGO is likely to result in highly car dependent patterns of development as people travel to higher tier settlements to meet their day-to-day needs, such as 
employment, education, community facilities, retail and services.  This may have adverse environmental and social impacts, including: 

o Increases in consumption of fossil fuels and pollution from greenhouse gas emissions;  

o Increases in traffic volumes leading to congestion and increases in journey times, and in turn greater infrastructure costs; 

o Poor/limited accessibility to employment and services for those without a car, potentially leading to social exclusion and poverty; 

o Failure to promote healthy lifestyles (by not encouraging walking and cycling) as residents may be reliant on private cars to carry out day-to-day tasks. 

- Through enabling development in rural locations the AGO may have positive effects through enabling local services to be maintained e.g. extra footfall for village 
shop, and providing homes for workers in rural locations.  This could enhance the rural economy.  However, the AGO may have negative impacts as some local 
services may be unviable to provide over a broad area e.g. rural bus services. 

- The impacts on infrastructure provision are, on balance being scored as likely to have significant adverse impacts.  However there is some uncertainty as to what the 
impact may be, for example it may: 

o Enable the ‘burden’ of growth to be shared, meaning new growth can be more readily accommodated within existing infrastructure, with less need for 
additional infrastructure investment.  However, it is already known that existing infrastructure cannot accommodate growth fully OR 

o Require additional infrastructure investment over a very wide area, which may be more costly and make less efficient use of existing infrastructure. 

In conclusion, AGO1 did not perform favourably in respect of the sustainability criteria.  Minor positive impacts were identified in respect of the utilisation of previously 
developed land and effects on the rural economy.  However, development would likely be highly car dependent leading to adverse environmental and social impacts.  There is 
great uncertainty about the impact upon infrastructure provision.   

Summary of mitigation measures – 

The AGO distributes growth proportionately by Settlement Hierarchy category.  This allows flexibility to distribute a greater or lesser amount of development to individual 

settlements within each tier.  Therefore the AGO can reflect local characteristics such as infrastructure capacity, environmental constraints, market forces and availability of 

land.  Some uncertainty, but likely that significant investment in infrastructure would likely be required across the district. 

 

Summary of assessment – AGO2 

AGO2 Key points: 

- The AGO provides higher than pro rata growth in Large Villages and Medium Villages, and less than pro rata growth in Main Settlements and Small Villages. 
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- As all tiers receive some level of growth, the AGO provides opportunity to meet the housing need over a wide areas, and also to utilise Previously Developed Land 

across the district.  

- By ‘weighting’ development in favour of those settlements in higher tiers could reduce car dependency to some extent, as more growth will take place in those 

settlements with best access to employment, infrastructure and services.  However, Main Settlements have the greatest provision of infrastructure of development, 

yet the AGO provides less than pro rata growth in these settlements.  Therefore many day-to-day journeys may still require the use of a car. 

- To facilitate substantial growth of Large Villages and Medium Villages would likely require significant investment in infrastructure, particularly for public transport and 

local services and facilities.  Increasing the size of Large and Medium Villages would mean the district would have multiple ‘centres’, which would require additional 

infrastructure and services both within settlements and to improve connectivity between them. 

- The AGO enables growth across all Settlement Hierarchy tiers. Providing growth in rural settlements could support the rural economy.  

- Providing less than pro-rata growth in Main Settlements and greater than pro-rata growth in Large and Medium Villages could reduce the dominance of Main 

Settlements and increase the status of large and medium villages.  This could affect local economies, including the shopping hierarchy. 

Summary of mitigation measures – 

As growth is distributed by Settlement Hierarchy tier, there is flexibility to provide greater or lesser development in individual settlements.  Settlements with greatest provision 

of employment, infrastructure, services and community facilities should be prioritised to reduce car use.  Significant investment in infrastructure along key corridors would be 

required. 

 

Summary of assessment – AGO3 

AGO3 Key points: 

- The AGO focuses growth at a rate greater than pro rata in Main Settlements.  Less than pro rata growth would be provided in Large and Medium Villages.  No growth 
is proposed for Small Villages.  This broad distribution of growth will enable the housing need to be met across the district. 

- Main Settlements (and to a lesser extent Large Villages and Medium Villages) provide the greatest offer of employment, community facilities, infrastructure and 
services and are therefore considered the most sustainable locations for new development.  Each is well served by public transport.  Focussing development in Main 
settlements could therefore reduce car use, thereby providing positive environmental and social impacts.  

- Concentrating development in Main Settlements (and to a lesser extent large villages and medium villages) will ensure the majority of development has good access 
to existing infrastructure and services – this will ensure existing infrastructure and services are used efficiently.  As the main providers of infrastructures and services, 
Main Settlements may be well-placed to accommodate growth.  However, significant investment in infrastructure will be required.  As Main Settlements serve a wider 
area than simply their own residents, such investment may benefit the district as a whole. 

- Main Settlements provide significant employment opportunities.  Locating growth at Main Settlements will likely support the local economy (including the shopping 
hierarchy) and reduce the need to travel for work. 

- The Main Settlements of Littleport and Soham have been shown to be les viable than other locations.  However the AGO provides development across many 
settlement hierarchy tiers providing choice and is therefore expected to support delivery.  

- Providing growth also in Large Villages and Medium Villages may support the rural economy. 

 

Summary of mitigation measures – 
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The AGO allows flexibility; where one Main Settlement is constrained, another can accommodate a greater proportion of growth.  Significant investment is likely to be 
required, particularly at Main Settlements.  However, the AGO provides opportunity to make efficient use of existing infrastructure, and investment in infrastructure at Main 
Settlements may benefit a wider catchment. 

 

 

Summary of assessment – AGO4 

AGO4 Key points: 

- The AGO concentrates the majority of new development in and around Ely (within Ely itself and at one or more villages within a 3 mile radius). 

- Ely is the district’s main centre providing employment, education, retail, community facilities, etc.  It is walkable/cycleable in scale, and is well-served by bus and rail 
public transport.  It therefore provides the greatest opportunity to reduce car use, thereby providing significant positive environmental and social impacts.  
Consequently, in sustainability terms, the AGO receives the greatest number of positive scores. 

- Providing development in a nearby village(s) to Ely could reduce the amount of development taking place in Ely itself, thereby protecting the historic setting of Ely and 
its Cathedral.  However, these adjacent villages also have their own distinct character, and enjoy distant views of Ely Cathedral.  It is likely that focussing 
development in and around Ely could have some negative impacts on the historic landscape and townscape, however the extent of this harm is somewhat uncertain 
at this stage. 

- To implement the AGO would require there being sufficient suitable sites available in areas of least flood risk. 

- The option would require significant investment in infrastructure.  However providing development in Ely will enable existing infrastructure to be used efficiently and 
have wider benefits for residents across the district. 

- Impact on the local market for housing, and therefore delivery uncertain due to concentrating development in the Ely area. 

- As the main centre of employment and retail in the district, focussing growth in and around Ely could reduce the need to travel to work and support the local economy 
and shopping hierarchy.  

 

Summary of mitigation measures – 

The AGO would require significant investment in infrastructure in the Ely area, and at one or more villages selected to accommodate growth.  Further mitigation may be 
required to reduce landscape and townscape impacts and possibly to manage flood risk. 
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Preferred option (on sustainability grounds)– 

AGO4 was scored most positively against the sustainability criteria.  Principally AGO4 is the most sustainable option as it focuses development in and around Ely, the 

district’s main centre, thereby enhancing accessibility and reducing car dependency. 

However, there remains some considerable uncertainty regarding the sustainability impacts of AGO4, particularly in respect of environmental constraints, such as landscape 

and townscape impacts on Ely and one or more surrounding villages, and also in terms of flood risk. 

AGO3 was also scored positively by focussing development in Main Settlements to improve accessibility and reduce car dependency.  The option may offer greater flexibility, 

and enable the uncertainties relating to environmental constraints to be mitigated.  AGO3 also scores more positively in respect of housing need than AGO4, as providing 

development over a wider area may improve delivery. 

In terms of determining the final approach for distributing growth, however, consideration will need to be given to wider issues than just those which arise through the 

sustainability appraisal process, such as delivering housing in the short term, and providing for (and maintaining) a five year land supply. These factors will need consideration 

alongside the sustainability appraisal conclusions. 

 


